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PREFACE 
One ot the most eignit1cant trends in twentieth-century music is 
that which embodies an abandonment ot all or the traditional concepts 
or tonal1 ty. From the period ot music history when modal wr1. ting was 
replaced by major and minor tonal writing. tonality was an indispen- 
sable element in all music. So great was the taotor ot tonality that 
Ebenezer Prout wrote, •Without a clearly defined tonality, music is 
inconceivable.• Since these words were written. the basic concepts ot 
tonality have undergone considerable expansion, so that the nineteenth 
century concept of major and minor tonality within the limitations or 
the diatonic scale have been replaced by a freer chromatic tonall ty, 
embod;ring all or the twelve tones or the chromatic scale equally 
rather than on.1.;r eeven, with five extra tones used tor variety. 
The trend away from the strict diatonic major and minor began with 
the much freer use ot chromaticiS111 through such devices as chromatic 
melodic embellishments. borrowed dominants. use ot chords natural to 
no key as well as those chords ot an ambiguous nature common to ma?\Y 
keys, extended chroma.tic modulations, and endless transient modulations. 
Use ot these devices tended to give music a certain vagueness ot tonal. 
tty, but the tonal factor was 1tlll strong. The end result was an 
expanded tonality. based on the entire twelve tones. 
While tonality in 1ta expanded torm has never ceased to be a 
taetor in musical compos1 tion, certain composers tel t that the concept 
ot tonality had reached its ultimate or use!'Uln•ss• and, as a result, 
discarded tonality a.a a medium of' composition. This abandonnent ot 
tonality, whether called atonality or non-tonality. implies a complete 
autonomy- ot the twelve tones. In order to maintain this auton~ ot 
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the individual tone, it was necessal"1' that the composer ot atonal 
musio consistent.17 avoid ar;:r arrangement or the tones \lhich would tend 
to emphasize a:ny one ot them, and thus, hint at a quasi-tonic function 
tor that tone. However, it becomes possible, even with an arrangement 
or tones which gives such independence to each tone, to consider the 
series or tones which results as being 1 ts own tonall ty, since by 
def'ini tion any- series ot tones used to the exclusion ot 8.1'13' other 
series implies a tonality. Further, by use ot the Hindauith1  Series 
Two, a fom ot tonality can be derived trom the most atonal or pieces. 
We are dealing he" with atonality in the sense 'Which denies 8l\r 
tonal reeling which might be arrived at by the aboTe mentioned factors. 
Since it is conceivable that complete freedom or the twelve tones 
without some logical organization mayo result in a tom or musieal. 
anarchy, any investigation ot works in the atonal medium should, .tirst 
ot all, determine mat devices are used to give order and logia to the 
work. These devices ma.t then substitute tor the cohesive !'orce ot 
tonality which 1slacking in atonal works. In order to investigate 
the compositional devices or the atonalist writers, lio;zeck by .Alban 
Berg was analyzed to detennine what devices Berg has used to achieve 
unity and logic in a predominant.1.7 atonal work and how he has used 
them. 
A work by Berg, and Woz;eck 1n particular, was chosen because ot 
the reputation which each has in contemporar,r thought. Berg, along 
with Anton Webem ,, was one or the principal students and disciples 
ot Arnold Schoenberg. The innuence o.t Schoenberg 1s evident 1n much 
~ 
ot Berg's writing, and his talent was praised quite highly by his 
master. 
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But let whoever is inclined to think that 1 t is only gra- 
titude, only triendship, which have inspired these words ot 
acknowledgment, beat. in mind that I can read music1 the 
notes, which wen still hieroglyphics to other musicians, 
could let me Tisu.alize the thought behind them and gain an 
impression ot this talent. • • But these qualities ot m1nd 
and character lilhich were indispensable tor all this were 
innate 1n him and were in evidence at the veey tirat lesson.1 
While Schoenberg has the reputation or being the more radical in- 
novator and a power!Ul influence on his students, it is conceded by 
some that Berg is a superior composer. In an article wr1 tten after 
Berg• s death, Willi Reich sums up bis reasons for Berg• e greatness 
as a composer• 
In Alban Berg, the world lost one ot the most important 
musicians of modern times. His highly imaginative creative 
faculty with its wealth ot original ideas, his tremendous 
formal and technical ability• and his colortul ~nstrumen- 
tation are guarantees that his music will live. 
Ot the mudcal. output ot Berg, Woz;e9k is perhaps the most highly 
regarded. A deep persondl. interest in this opera, \lhich by i ta magni• 
tude stands out among twentieth-centur;y works, was one reason tor 
choosing this particular work for analysis. In 1 t can be found 
a•arized, as 1 t were, maey ot the techni(lues ot contemporary musical. 
composition. The total musical developnent ot the opera will be dis- 
cussed in relation to melody', rh,.thm, hal'!llon;r, formal and motival 
developnent. I hope to show what a major work, which has largely tor- 
saken tonality as a un1.t)ring device, has used as a substitute and hov 
these devices attempt to achieve complete unity within the individual. 
scenes and within the opera as a mole. 
1. Willi Reich, Alban Berg (Biographical ArticU.e) , Internat1ona]. 
Cxclopedia 21: Music .Bm. t!usicians, P• 169. 
2. Ibid., P• 170. 
CHAPTER I 
Discussj.on or the Compositional Device9 ct Wozzeck 
DISCUSSION or TllE COMPOSITIOMAL DEVICES OF WOZZECK 
'ljtE mliODIC WR!TINQ 
In an opera the most prominent melodic writing is 1n the Toice1 
therefore, our disoussion ot melodic usage will begin with the Tocal 
writing. In W91,zeek Berg uses three ditterent styles ot vocal writing, 
each ot which receives a1.1ghtly different melodic consideration. The 
i'iret ot these styles is that in which the notes are entirely sung. In 
direct co11trast to this style t.hera is a considerable use ot the 
Sp~ch;timme technique ot Arnold Schoenberg. Between these two styles 
is ono which is a middle ground, neither completely sung, nor completely 
recited. This style tends toward the wholly sung in its conception. 
With only one uception, that ot the opening ot the tugue trom Act III- 
scene 5, this last style ot vooal writing acts as a bridge between pas- 
sages in ~ptecb§time and passages 'Wholly sung. Since passages or this 
nature are usually built to entirely 8\lng climaxes, the Qesi;m"=tLme, 
as Berg terms this style, is don~ with predominanU,. soalewise passag•s 
ot short duration. 
The melodic content ot the other two styles ot vocal writing is 
basically disjunct. The degree or d1sjunotness varies from extranel.y 
disjunct passages, such as the main theme ot .A.ctn-scene'· to the 
leas radical disjunctneu or the majority ot th• songs whose melodic 
tones usually define readily recognizable chord forms. Vocal lines 
\lhich are predominantly' stepwi.89 a.re tound, but with much less fre- 
quency than those passages in which the skip 11 the melodic norm. 
Of' the extremely disjunct vocal writing• it can be said that such pas- 
sages are usually brief and, most often. supported by other instruments 
in the orchestra, 
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In the orchestral writing• as well as the vocal writing, the 
skip is the melodic nbrm. In the case ot the oroheatral fabric, how- 
ever, examples ot extended lines where the step ia the norm are much 
more frequent than in the vocal wr1 ting. There are,' tor example, 
'!'irtual.17 no extended eealar passages tor the voice, but passages ot 
this nature are quite common in the orchestral parts., 
Two other melodic devices which Berg uses in this opera area cer- 
tain 1.iiterrala as characterist.1.o melodic devices and a consistent 
approach to the climactic note of a phrase. The interval or the per- 
fect fourth is used with enough consistency in the opera to class that 
usage as a device. The use or the .fourth as a characteriatio intenal 
is most often, but not exclusively, seen 1n the songs which are inter- 
polated in various places 1n the work. Such examples as the Lul.lab7 
tram Act I-scene 3 and the Hunting Song tram Act I-scene 2 are among 
the beet examples or this practice. Quite often the melodic use or 
this interral is supported by the use ot this same interval in the 
harmonio support tor the song. 
Another interval 'Which is used quite otten in developnent is that 
ot the descending minor third. Most often this interral will appear as 
a rra~ent or a longer melodic line and will be developed 1ndependent11. 
This interval may also have motival importance by 1tselt. as 1n the case 
ot the second theme or Act II-scene 1. These two 1nterral1 are the onl.y' 
ones used consistently as melodic dnices in the opera. 
The other d!vice mentioned above was the approach to the cadence. 
In Wozzeck the climax tone or arrr phrase 11 1nvar1abl7 approached by 
a skip. This device is one ot the most consistent melodic dnices in 
the entire 0pera and contributes greatly to a teeling or melodic un1t7. 
m WYTWjIC DEVICES 
The rbythtnio element in Woz;eol< is at once simple and complex. 
G1Ten arrr individual line, the reythmio cont1gurat1on ot that line 11 
relatively simple 1n that rbythmic pattems are consistent within a 
given passage. Within aey given passage, however, each line is tree 
to develop its own rilythmio pattem, and the result 11 often a OOlllplu: 
ot rtvthms as the d1tterent figures are heard together. 
One such example is a portion or Act, II-scene 4 (measures .592-00S). 
In this passage two separate groups ot instruments are playing. One 
group is playing in a triple meter; the other. group is first playing 
1n a tour-beat meter, later 1n a t'ive-beat meter. Throughout all ot 
this the basic quarter note value tor each group remains the same. 
The result is an effect of completely' independent croH accenting 
between the two groups. 
Two passages wich illustrate quite well the comple~ t7 ot rtvthm 
possible b,r ccmbinat1on ot individ~ eimpl.e lines are th• drowning 
scene 1n Act III-scene 4 and the Largo-A.ct ll·scene '.3· In the drown- 
ing so3ne, a series or ascending chromatic scale passages are heard, 
each with a lesser subdivision ot the basic beat. Each succeeding 
passage begins before the previous pasaa.ge hu finished• so that two 
dit.terent rhythms are always being heard simul. taneously. 
The second ot these passages, the Largo. illustrates (luite well 
the ettect or totally independent lines w1 thin a anall ensElllbl.e. The 
passage is scored for fifteen instruments, and each takes on the char- 
acter ot a solo instrument. The part.a are ee devised as to give them 
a great deal Ot' independence within the framework ot the musio. The 
tollowing passage illustrates the complex ot rhythmic patterns occurring 
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on one single beat. Other passages from. the same scene would show a 
similar catnple::d t;r • ... 
I - - ' r 
--·- ------ 
------- ---- .__ JI' 
--·---------+------~--- 
... H_o_R_N }S _ 
--a.ASS- ~--R :=;J. w__ .• ------~- 
I 
The lllUsio is almcst entirely metered. There are none of the com. 
ple:x rhythmic and time signature ohangee assoa1 ted w.t th so muoh con- 
tem.poraey music. For the most part only duple and triple meters and 
their' compounds ~re used. M te.rs of .five and seven beats are less 
often used. A meter of seven is used exclusively in a. single manner. 
In portions or the score Where t.he basic phrase length is seven measures, 
as in the Passaoagl1a, qu.ite often the total phrase or seven measures is 
compressed into a single measure of seven beats. Th'roughout, the phrase 
and melodic accents $how a high degree of correlation to the metrlcal 
accents. 'nle only exception to this is some use of syncopation, most 
otten in the orchestral writing. 
In Aot III the rhythmic element beoomes a motival element. In 
scene 3 a rtiythm.io figure heard at the close ot the previous scene 
becomes the basic motival unit tor the entire seer.~. All or the 
melodic material ot this scene uses this same rhythmic motive as a 
basis. The basic motive itself. by being varied through diminution 
and along with oontrapuntal treatment or all or its 
m8.n1' toms, gives rise to an extreme:J.7 complex total rhythmic tabrlc~ 
Thie scene is the only scene in the en~ire opera where rtlythm is used 
e.s a uni:~ device. 
j'HE HA.~10NIC MATERIAL~ 
Arq discussion ot the harmonic usage in }Tozze9k should begin w1 th 
a discussion or the !inal cadences in each ot the three acts. The 
unique feature or these cadences is that they- all use the aame chordal 
sequence. 'lbese chords a.re presented in a different manner in each 
instance, but w1 th the exception ot the respelling ot the tones in one 
chord in the second aot, which maintains the same enharmon1o identity, 
the only signiticant changes are those ot rhythm and range. 
Nu1ther ot these chords, as they appear, represent~ definite 
tonality. Individually, they may be respelled to oontorm to a tonality. 
Howver, the total ettect or the two chords appearing in altemation, 
plus the pedal .titths which support them in two or the acts, negates 
thia teeling or the. tonality ot the 1ndividual chords. The use ot 
these chords tor each ot the three cadences provides one ot the strongest 
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methods ot achieving unity bet-.ween acts. and as a consequence, uni.tying 
the entire opera. 
The opera as a whole 11 predominantly atonal, having no clearly 
d()fined tonal centers. Certain section~ or the opera are. bl" contrast. 
quite tonal 1n their nature. Throughout these sections, the tonallt7 
is expanded but is, nevertheless, clear. In the Entract between scenes 
4 and .5 ot Act Ill, the b:isic d minor tonality is brought into confiict 
with tha basic a.tonality ot the opera bl" the introduction o! motival 
material tram earlier scenes whose tonalities-or most otten lack or 
tonalities-do not agree w1 th the basic tonal center ot this section. 
In general, the only sections ot the opera Wic.'1 are clearly tonal 
are t..."ioso sections in which soma form ot stage band is present. SU.ah 
sect!ona as the March, the Lanell.er. and the Waltz, all involve this stage 
group. The musio tmich they play is alw~s tonal and ot a somewhat 
simpler nature than the surroundine atonal sections. 
The hannonia materials or the opera in terms ot isolated. vertical 
structures are, for the most part., ot three different tY'Pes1 extended 
chords in thirds, structures 1n f'ourt.he, and cl\\Sters ot major and minor 
seconds. Those structures an. o.tten combined so that the three principal 
intervals may be cor.i.bined into a single sonor1't3. The harmonio use o.t 
the perfect fourth is one ot the moet oharaoter1st1o devices in the 
opera. This interval quite otten provides the ha.rmonio support tor a 
malodia line camposed largely of thia same interval. 
As a general !"'Ole the vertioal structuree have a strong etruoturel 
tunotion only in those sections which are predominantly tonal. In 
these cases very al.ear, tonal cadence tigures can be eeen. They are 
usually expanded to inalude chords or the ninth and eleventh and may be 
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combined with ot'ler.tones to give more complex chords. The structural 
t\motion or thes~ chords ceases when the tonal section again gives W33 
to atonal wr1 ting. 
MO'IDAL AND S'fRUCTVRAL DeyICES 
One or the principal un1fying devices 1n this opera is the 1189 
ot the so-called classical toms ot composition. The use ot these 
.toms in the opera serves a t-wotolct purpose. First. they give unity' 
to the individual scenes and. to a lesser extent. give wl1 ty to the 
entire opera. Second0 the7 serve aa a vehicle tor the dramatic action. 
Mot1val developnent is closely connected to the chosen toms with• 
in the opera. The number ot motives present within a gi.ven scene and 
the manner in which these motives are handled depends upon the partic- 
ular form which is being utilized aa a basis tor the scene. Foms 
used are. likewise. large'-1' determined b7 the number and treatment ot 
the motives w1 thin a scene. 
For the most part the fems used in the opera are the closed 
toms such as ABA. sonata. and rondo, allot 'Which involve repetition 
ot theme.tic material. In all ot these toms the recapitulation of the 
motives is almost al.wqa Taried in some manner. There is onl.7 rarel.7 
an exact repetition ot 8IIJ' given motive. 
Throughout the opera the choice ot a part.101ll.ar tom depends 
largel.7 upon the dramatic content ot the scene. When the dramatio 
action is rather loosely constructed., a tonn is chosen which has a sim- 
ilar loo1e construction. ror example, Act I-scene l is a series ot 
completel7 unrelated conversations between Wozzeck and the Captain. 
For this eoene Berg uses a series d short forms with total.17 unrelated 
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motival material. Ea.ch ot the scenes o! this act bears little drama.tic 
relationship to scenes preceding or i'ollowinga as a resul.t the formal 
and motival usages are quite varied. 
Tha dramatic action ot Act n becomes more closely connected, and 
the forms which are used tor the various scenes are rrore closely re- 
lated. The t1ve 6Cer,es 'Which make up this a.ct have as their toms the 
tollowings a. sonata-allegro, a fantasy Md fugue, a Largo, a sGries ot 
dance .torme, and a rondo. The choice and order or the toms in this 
aot corre!pond closely to the !orms and. order or the 110Tements in a 
olassical sonata or symphony. Thie toUJ. !om, one or the most hi~ 
organized in music, iu used as the total basis ot the most highly 
organized and closely knit act in the opera. 
The final act, while not as closely knit as tha second nor ae 
loosely knit as the first, presentu a series or !'oms, all unified by 
being variations ot one or the several factors tihich make up musical 
composition. Ea.ch ot these w1l.l be discussed along with the analysis 
ot the individual scenes and need not be discussed he~. 
The motival devices 1n Honeck are again twofold: in nature. One 
type ot motive is that 'Which becomes associated w1 th one or e.nother ot 
the charact'!rs in the opera. Each or the central characters has one or 
more motives which are used 1n a verr limited leitnollie technique. In 
certnin places in the opera themes heard previousl.,- will be recalled as 
the dramatic action r.JUggests ~ rominiscence o! past events. but these 
occurrences are net frequent. The motives ot the Drum Major are most 
often used in this respect. These motives are ene o! the most important 
devices tor unifying the entire opera. By constant reference to theH 
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motives throughout the opera. tha work is given a unity not achieved by 
other means. 
The other tom ot motive 11 u.ted much more trequenU7 in the opera. 
Thess are the mot1 ves used w1 thin a part.1cular scene and common onl.7 to 
that scene. Moet of th• material ot any given scene, or portion ot a 
scene, would tall into this category. These motives are the principal 
means of achieving unit;y within the individual scenes. 
There have been several anal.;yses ot the formal structure of this 
opera. Those ot W1lll Reich and Erwin Stein are the most common and 
are quoted in the appendix w1 thout comment. 
CHAPTER II 
Analysis ot Act I 
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ANALY~Is OF ACT I- ... CF.l~ 1 
The opening scene of the opera consists, dramatical].y, of a series 
of unrelated conversations between iozzeck and the Captain. As the 
topics of conversation change, so ~.o t .. e motival and structural mater- 
ials which support the dramatic action change. The scene is divided 
musically ir1to seven sections and a finale, which are determ1n d by 
motival :ti'ferenccs. 
The first section begin~ with a short introduction of three meas- 
ures. A otivol fit'.!'ure is neard ln measure two W'hic.'IJ. antici ates the 
main thene of this section and of t~e nole scene, that associ-ted 
with the Capta.1.n: 
rect1on 1 has a baai,c atructure of AB wi. th Codetta. Th theme of the 
Captain serves as r.iot:1.v0 A. This theme is developed e:.::tensivcly rl.th, 
for th most p~rt, only tho goner~l outline or the materiel to relate 
tb.e deirelopnent to the main thane. Part. A continues until measure 14. 
Part, B (aeacures 15-23} :ts itself a miniature three-part fo:nn, with two 
distinct t' em.es. 'l'heme l is in measurea 15 ... 17, theme 2 in in measures 
17 ... 20. A r turn to theme l is followed by a retr nsition to Part A. 
!foither theme or the section recoiv s any extensive elaboration, but 
tho return or "Lhem.c 1 is varied slightly from the original. Both themes 
occur in the bans and above them· tho balance or the ore est.ra plays 
rhyth:ni.c flgur()S peculiar to each of those, while the voice lin 
consists of a frea eountorpoint based on the t..i. ne of the Captain. 
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The transition to the Codetta is accomplished by- an anacrusis to 
a restatement or the original introduction figures. The Codetta is a 
restatement or material. trom the introduction plus a single, unalaborated 
statement ot the A theme. The return to A hints at a three-part torma 
but A is so abbreviated that it seems more logical to consider it 
simply as a Codetta, not as a separate part. 
The transition from section l to section 2, a rhythmic alteration 
ot D fiat in the oboe w1 th E nat in the English Horn, becomes one ot 
the two motives ot part A ot this section. The other theme, in the 
Toice, is quite disjunct. The line culminates in a series or descending 
perfect fourths that are begun in the voice and carried to a conc.1us1on 
1n the orchestra. Thia 1a followed b7 a parlando phrase in the voice 
which 1erves as a transition into the short B part ot this section. 
The return ot A. emphasizes motive A. It is given both to the orchestra 
and to the voice and is expanded at length in a rising sequential pat- 
tern to a c.11.max, followed b7 a rapid tall in an altered inversion ot 
the motive. Motive B appears onl.7 briefi7 in diminution. 
Measures 47-50 constitute a tom ot transition into a tree Tiola 
cadenza. The motival material 11 an outgrowth am expansion ot mater- 
ial tram the A theme ot section 1. At measure S7 a motiT• 111 heard 
which is developed extensively- in the tollo'Wing eeotion. Thia ia 
followed b1' another motive consisting ot three notes in a descending 
\!hole tone pattern. Thia motive, which i1 direotl.7 related to the one 
which preceded it, becomes, with later expansions, the principal theme 
ot Wozzeck. 
Section 4 ot scene 1 ia cast in the torm ot an extended three-part 
torm. The A part has two distinct themes-the tirst ot which ia 
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composed <>f three different motives. Motive a, a :rapid, descending-- 
then ascending o:hordal passage, is q'll.A.te arbitrary in its com.position, 
adhering to no set pattern 0£ scale material. The ohordal composition 
is varied, but 1s bull t of thirds and fifths in varying quality with a 
very few qunrttll triads. At the end of motive a the triads are com.• 
pressed into clusters 0£ three whole steps. Motive a extends throl$':i- 
out the entire part A, 'While the other motives are introduced 
successively, one in each phrase. 
Part B of section 4 has a very close :relationship to part A inas- 
much as the motives contained ·within this part relate closely to those 
o:t part A. In this part. there are four motives present. The first: 
opens and closes the section and acts as a bridge between parts A and 
B• and is used again between parts Band A. Motive b: 
is related to a similar motive in part A as an inversion or it. Thia 
is treated to extent'live, varied• oanQnio imitation. This leads to a 
three-voice tremolo under whioh motive c ie introduced • ... .,..... -- -
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Thia motive. a row, though not eeriall.7 treated, relates to motive b ot 
part A 1n general shape. The intervals are considerably altered, how- 
ever, giving the eti'eot ot a new theme rather than repetition ot old 
material. Upon th• introduction ot motive a, part ot 1110tive e is put 
in the tom ot an arpeggio and repeated sequentially, each time one- 
halt step b1gher. tater the 8ame treatment occurs, with one note added 
and certain intervals revised. During this treatment motiTe d, derived 
"1 retrograde inversion trom a motive in the previous transitional sec- 
tion, · ia developed by continuous diminutions. A final etatenent ot 
this motive is combined with motive a and a descending chromatic 
passage to bridge into a retum ot part A. 
The return ot part A is abbreviated, but all significant motives 
are present. The beginning ot .A overlaps a tinal statement by' the 
voice ot motive c trom part B. This is followed by motive b ot Part A, 
pointing up the simllarlt7 and possible derivation or the tormer trom 
the latter. Motive a ot part A at the end ot the section is dissolTed 
into a tra~ented repetition ot a halt-step gem vhich leads to a contra• 
bassoon cadonza. This cadenza .tunotiona music.all:Y as an introduction 
to the following section. 
Berg terms section S "quasi Gavotte.•. This section tails into 
three individual ABB sections. In the orig1nal .AEB• A is tiT• meas- 
ures longa B• is three measures longa and B• is tour measures long. 
This unusual phrasing is c!ue to an extension ot A and an elision into 
B. The original ABB is thus 12 measure• in length. Tha first repeat 
I , 
11 onl.7 six measures in lengtha and the final statement. onl.7 three. 
Each section contains the same material in the same general proportion 
but repeats treat this material to successive diminutions. The two b 
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motives of this section are similar. yet different. B' begins with a 
three .. chord anaorusd s into the motive itself, In B" this anacrusd.s is 
extended to almost two measures, and the motive ~hich follows is one 
step higher than B'. In both cases, under the B motive is a riotive of 
section 2, first as a single line and then as parollel fifths. 
The first 1-epeat of the Gavotte uses the material in a varied 
manner w1 th considerable overlapping of mo ti val ideas from part to 
part. 1311 is azain one tone hiO"her than B• • and to this motive is added 
a motive derived from the voice part at m~asure 52 or section 3. This 
feature al.so carries into the third part. iiere the themes are combined 
with i'ragments 0£ motive d from section 4, ·which are later extended 
chromatic scales 'Whioh bridge into the next section. 
The Gavotte 1s followed by an Aria for Wozzeck, based on an 
oxpa.."1.sion of the •Wir Ame Leut" theme. 
This theme p<3rmeates this ent:tro section and obscures el.ear-cut fomal 
outlines. There are several other subordinate thanes other than the 
motive quoted above and the thema Which it generates o Part A of the 
Aria has two oharaoteristic motives. One of these is an ascending 
series or thirds, embracing the entire chromatic scale. There is also 
a. series of i'allitlG minor thirds in a descending whole tone sequence, 
a.gain an tioipating the Wozzeck theme of Act II. There is al so a 
re£ercnee in measures 139-140 to ~otive a of section 5. 
Part B of the Aria begins vri th an elaboration of one of the sub- 
rnoti,res or part A, section 1. A~ainst this the celesta plays a 
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pattern ot expanding thirds, a device which, with the addition of titths, 
is the ha:rmonio basis tor this part. A canonic devel.op11ent of the main 
theme from part A leads to a retrograde inversion ot the series ot 
thirds with which the scene begins, ch.anging the podtion ot the first 
and last notes 10 that each series starts and ends with the same notes. 
Thia is extended to a tom· ot cadenza which leads to a return ot A. 
Part A returns to the main thane, which is shortened and Taried, 
under tdlich the ascending chord in third.a is developed ae the total har- 
monic basia. A. variant ot part B, motive a, under which an arbitraey 
pattern ot mixed triads is heard, lead• to a chord sequence which ia a 
recapitulation of the tirst introduction. 
The tiruil section ot this scene 1a an expansion ot material heard 
1n the introduction and !1rat section. This is followed by a sectional 
coda, recapitulating mater1.al trom all previous sections. Measures 
173-176 are a recapitulation of section 21 measures 177-182 recapi· 
tul.at•oaeotion 31 111easures 18)-200 are basically a reoap1tlllat1on ot 
th• Aria, w1 th material ot other sections included.. The coda ends 
abruptl.7--a veey short pause leads to the next scene. 
In summary, this scene is composed ot seven more or less indepen- 
dent sections which share motival material onl,T inoidentall,-. The 
tome which make up tha difterent sections are, tor the most part, the 
various song roms. The ABA torm is the moat common, with 1everal 
entire sections and parts ot other sections constructed in this torm. 
The two-part song form or AB, in one case a repeated .AB, ie next most 
00l7lmon w1 th the ABB to:rm used once. 
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One characteristic feature or repetition or motival material in 
this section, and any ct.her section ot the cpera. in which repet1 tion is . 
required, is that nothing is ever repeated exa.ctl.7. In evor.r case the 
material ie varied upon repetition.. This idea ot variation or repeated 
mot1val material becomes one or the principal devices ot Berg• s 
composition. 
The scene, as a whole, has certain character1st:l.cs or an enlarged 
.A.BA form.· The opening section and the closing section aha.re mot.ival 
material in a manner unique among the aeotions o! this scene. Thia 
one repetition ot prev1ousl7 heard material acts to give the scene a 
degree or continuity in spite of the number of ind"pendent 1eot1ons. 
It also gives the soene the feeling ot AB.A, with the other. five 1ect1ons 
acting as a veey extended D part of tb.1.1 fonn. 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT I ... SCEI{E 2 
'l\ro contrasting musical ideas are developed alternately i1. this 
scene. 1'he first is a "fantasy"; that is, an expanaacn har.nonlcally 
and melodically· on the following theme and its two n;.otival couponent.ss 
The second 1s a. three-verse Hunting Song, interposed between sections of 
the developu.ent or the ohoi"lial motive. The first section of the develop .. 
ment is made up of two phrases, each of \IDich begins with the chordal 
.figure and expands upon the a(llbellislurumt. i:~easures 210•:212 serve as 
an introduction to the song. The song itsel! is o;f A.rJ construction. 
The .melodic material is based largely on tl1e perfect fourth, a device 
oOllllllon to many or the songs of this opera. 
Section 2 of the fantasy begins in measure 223. Th basis of this 
seotion is the th1·ee chords which make up motive a. ThesG chord are 
treated to rhythmio change and, la..te:i." in the develoµnent, to int rval 
change, maintaining the same melodic outJ.ine. 'fhe most si · nificant 
changes are those shown on the next page. 'l'hese result in new germ 
motives which are further f':eagrnented and developed. 
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From measure 243 on,the developnent takes up motive bas a basis. 
Here, too, intervals are expanded, mostJ.y frorn hit"f steps to whole 
steps. A series 0£ perf eot fourths and fifths growing out of the 
developnent of motive b becomes a transition to verse 2 of the song. 
The second verse of the song maintains the same basic outJ.ine and 
the same underlying quartal. ha.nnonies, but the voice l:tne is highly 
embellished. A short bridee based on motive a leads directly into 
verse .'.3 of the song mi.ich is much like verse 1 v4 th only a little 
embellishment. In this verse Andres, who sings the song, is twice 
interrupted by Wozzeek, causing the :regular proportions of the song 
to be distorted into an unusually long second period. 
The remainder of the scene is devoted to two sections of develop- 
ment, and a coda, all of '1-lhich treat the thEme to a varied manipulation. 
The first of these sections develops an ostina.to. based on motive b. 
above ·which a nUlllber of chords of increasing tensitlll are erected. 
Around this is a. free treatment or the original motive. treated both 
hann.on1cal.ly and melodically. Finally, two lines played by trumpets 
and elarinets expand chromatically to a restatement of the chordal tones 
of the moti11e. A pause in the music leads to the final section which 
gives the scalar materl.al of the chords both ha.rm.onio and melodic 
treatment. Motive b is then heard fortissimo in the low register, 
X"&peated constantly. 
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The coda is a turther development ot motive a. The coda ends 
with a reminiscence ot the Hunting Song am a final atatement ot motive 
b as 1r1 the last section of the fanta57. This final statement overlaps 
the introduction ot the follov.1.ng soene. 
Th$ stru.etural outline of the scene is basically ABABA, Where the 
A pa.rt is based on a developaent ot the opening chords, and the B part 
is the Song. The Song is atrophic, 'but the second verse is sutficientJ.y 
Tari.eel to give it a certain three-part character 1n 1tselt. The re- 
mainder ct the scene, the dErf'elopri.ent o! the main chord.al mot1-re, is 
.. ' 
free in .tom. This !'res treat.msnt of a.set motival idea gives these 
portions ot the scene the character ot a tree .tantaq. Thia would giTe 
th• entire eoene tha form or an interrupted fantasy-the interruption 
being the three verses of the Hunting Song. 
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ANALYSIS OF AC'l' I-SCElIB J 
Scene :3 ie cH.Vided into three major seations--a March, a Cradle 
Song, and a two-part seena between Marie and Wozzeck. 'l."he introduction 
to the March begins over the finish of the preceding scene. The l~h 
is cast in an A.BA f'onn 'W1 th introduction. Theme At 
is a. miniature ABA, With the ~in theme contrasting with a more can- 
tabile section. The underlying harmony to this section appears to have 
a bi ton.al feeling. The rhythmic bass ie consistently pl¢ng notes for ... 
eign to the main key feeling of the then • The basic motive of part A, 
When repeated, is handled sequentially by fragments, leading to a C 
major-minor oadenoe. 
The follow.1.ng trio, ostensibly in g minor. is again hannonized by 
a series of ohorda which appear to be in a. bee A flat tonality. (As 
ih the previous section~ a basic C tonal oenter !or the theme is 
hatmonized dth a basic C# sequence,, the etteet is one of either wrong 
notes or bad intonation intentionally scored.) Within the thEIJ'l ot the 
trio1 the last two bats of a five-bar phrase fonn a separately d&veloped 
tragment, developed sequentially in the reoapitula.tion of part A. Th 
trio theme :ts ropeat~d in a basic d nrl.nor tonal! ty • after which th e A 
is l"epeated in augmentation. At th ame tim the f'ragment mentioned 
above 1s developed along With theme A in a series ot suooessive dimi- 
nutions, Just as thia .:l$ to lead into what looks like a 00IJ1plete state- 
ment crf A• Marle closes the Window of he:r room and shuts out the sound 
of the band. This action ends the March and begins a transition am 
introduction t() the Lullaby. 
The material of this transition is almost QOlusively a series of 
chromatically descending minor triads in second inversion. supported 
i'rom ab6ve by a b nat pedal. This resolves into a complex chord, over 
Which Marie sings a genn motive of pa.rt B or the Lullaby. To this is 
added a perf.~ot fourth figure 'which is the harmonic basis for the 3ong. 
'l'he Lullaby is in A.T3A•B• £onn. Part As 
has as its basis• both melodically and ha.nn.onical.ly• the interval of 
the perfect !'ourth~ The accompaniment consists £ir~t 0£ two perfect 
fourths mo\'ing in contrary motion. Later this is varied by inverting 
the fourths to fifths and changing the quality f'rom constant perfect 
fourths to a mixture of perfect, diminished, and augmented fourths. 
Part B of the LW.laby: 
a.gain uses the fourths prominently in the melody, but more so in the 
accompaniment. Here the a.ccompaniln.ent connsts or chords erected in 
mixed fourths and fifths, sustained and also pl.ayed melodically by the 
harp. The last three bars prior to the return of A are an elaboration 
of the melodic mater.l.al 0£ the second phrase o.f 13. 
The return to A is quite similar to the first A. The melody in the 
voice is altered o~nsiderably in the second phrase; and the orchestra 
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elaborates on the fourths more extensively than be!ore. The return of 
B :is likewise characterized by a different second phrase and more elab- 
oration o:f' the fourths in the aocompardmerrt figures. The song onds Tith 
a recttpi tulation of theme A in auc;menta.t:ton. This is developed into a. 
harmonic motive associated with Marie in later scenes of the opez- .... : 
r r 
A bridge section connects the LU:Uaby w1 th the following s ction. 
The bridge consists 0£ an o.xtensive el boration of an F major seventh 
with an ocoa.dlonal added eleventh. During this, themes !':rom. the intro- 
duction and first strain of the March are heard; and the bridge section 
oloses with a statement of the mot1ve 0£ Marie. quoted above, 
Section lot the acena consists mainly of a recapitu.tation of 
material .f'rom scene 2 of this aot., This scena is introduced. by a theme 
later associated with Marie and Wozzeck together. More dovelopnent or 
material from scene Z follows; then a tree passage, s1.milar to that at 
the beginnlng of the s~ona and deri~od in part from scene 2, leads to 
tho closing portion of the section. This is based on melodic and har- 
monic treatment of the chord- .. Gf, DJ. A#, E. This leads to the opening 
motive in inversion by fragments. 
AboV'e the closing motive ot the preVious soction is a chord 
comp0t;ied of s. minor and a major second, a p rf'ect fourth apart. This 
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structure is developed considerably in the second section ot this scena. 
Prior to the develoJXnent ot the three principal themes ot this section, 
Mari•' 1 theme is heard. .Following this a six-tone chord on D, super- 
imposed on a five-tone chord on G#,is expanded and leads to the tirst 
ot the three motives. The seconds, which tom this motive, are treel1 
treated and are not alwqa unitom in qualit1. From a tree melodic 
treabnent ot the seconds. above which the solo cello weaves a tree 
melod;r. a theme emerges, based in part on part B ot the Lullaby. This 
11 1.mitated and extended in two voices. Du.ring this imitation the tlute 
and xylophone begin fragments ot an unequal fifth arpeggio figure which 
becomes the third ot the main motives ot this section, The second mo- 
tive begins the coda to the scene. It i• treated to extensive repeti- 
tion. alwq• varied. Out or this grows yet another motive which is 
also expanded upon by inversion and extension. During this developnent 
the third motive appears and reappears with extensions and inversions. 
The interval of the titth is not always maintained in this motive, but 
changes at times to a sixth, and at other times to various sizes or 
fourths. The coda resolves into a bridge passage which leads directly 
into seen• 4. 
This scene, like the tirat, is composed or a number or independent 
aeotions with individual motival material being used in each ot the 
different parts. Within the various sections the aame basic structures, 
the two- and three-part song forms. are used as in the previous scene. 
In the tirst two sections repetition or motival material 1• less 
varied than in many or the preceding and subsequent sections. However, 
the material is treat~ 1 to a llOrtain amount ot developnent w1 thin the 
bounds or the small !'orms. The third section 11 much more tree structur- 
ally and motivall1 than the tirst two, having no clear-cut torm as such. 
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ANALYSIS OF A.CT I-SCENE 4 
The introduction to the Pasaaeagl.La begins with a. variation of the 
basic ground row. It is identical to the row except for three tones-- 
the third, eleventh. and twelfth tones of the series. These variations 
from the true row, especially the first of these, are quite significant 
in the development 0£ the scene. The row itself is introduced in meas- 
ures 486-487 by the solo clarinet. The row as presented here is altered 
rhythmically from. its statement as the theme, but the final three tones 
(fragment 4) are presented in the manner in which they are heard through- 
out the majority of the scene. 
Tneme: The ground1 
is presented in the form of a free cello recitative. Phrase 1 of the 
initial voice line is derived from manipulation of fraP:ments of the 
varied row and the true row. Phrase 2 or tho voice part begins 'With a 
series of four whole steps descending. followed by an upward skip of a 
peri'ect fourth, This fragment is repeated and leads to further develop- 
ment of material from phrase 1. 
V9riatt.on l: This variation is basically a continuation of the 
vocal material of tho theme. The round in the orohastra is in an inner 
voice. It also appears in the vocal line with minor alter tions, mostly 
in the form of freely added tones. 
Var*iti,,o~ 2: The basic device or this variation is a varied tre t- 
ment of fragment 4. This fragment is heard three times; eaoh time it 
is slightly different, alternatinr with differ nt material from the 
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theme, The first statement or fra~ent 4 is a descending chromatic 
line ot chords containing the intervals ot the fragment. This is fol- 
lowed by an elaboration ot the descending whole-tone pattern, The 
1econd ~tatement or the fragment changes the quality or the intervals 
to conform to a g minor tonality. A short motive in th8 trumpet grows 
out ot the preceding whole-tone pattern and bridges into a restatement 
ot the motive trom phru1e one or the theme, This tntmpet motive is 
continued into the third and most elaborate statement ot the fragment 
in the variation. In this final statement the tragment is again changed 
so that the original tragment !its into a C major tonality. Under this 
is another series ot chords in the same tonality, with roots a third 
below those in the upper voice and in second inversion instead or the 
til·st inversion which has been used tor the chords or the tra1'llent thus 
tar. The trumpet motive continues and is developed further. To this is 
added a series ot mixed major and minor thirds, derived trom the motive 
given in the theme. This last development relatos to fragment L~ as a 
continual interval contraction. 
Variation 1t Again fragment 4 is used to begin the variation-- 
this time in an ascending chromatic pattern. The lower interval ot the 
chord derived from this fragment. a minor third. continues while another 
voica outlines the limits or the whole-tone pattern. This pattern 1s 
then tilled in and built up by repetition. each time adding another 
line a per.feet fourth higher. While this is developing the motive 
trom phrase l or the theme is preeented in the aolo violin as a series 
ot ascending arpeggios. This pattern is repeated <td th interval changes 
while the whole tones are given further development. 
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Variation 41 The variation begins with an e fiat minor chord, 
expanded to a b Major seventh, to a G ninth, rollowing the tones ot the 
row. The following three measures expand and contract inte?'V'als derived 
.trom. the row. This is tollowed by' a restatement ot the motive trom the 
theme. The \!hole-tone pattem is only' rarely 1n nidence. 
Vad.ation 51 Thia Yariation again begins with a Yaried treatlllent 
ot tragment 4. It is treated to sucoeuive interval expansions, sup- 
ported 'b7 vertical stru.ctures similar to those in the preceding varia• 
tion. In measure S2.8 two themes from e-adier scenes are restated. The 
first ia that ot Marie, the second is that ot Wozzeck and Marie. 1hl.s 
second motive is heard twice more 1n this variation, and is supported 
b;r hamonies der1.Ted from the row. 
yariation 61 The variation opens w1 th the final thres notes or 
the ground carried over .trom the previous variation. These three notes 
are expanded .in the voice, while the motive ot Wozzeck and Marie is 
being developed in the orchestra. For the balance ot the variation, 
two developaents ocaur simultaneousl;r. The first is a canb1nat1on ot a 
germ of the 'Whole-tone pattern combined with tra~ent 4, treated par- 
t1al.l.7 hal'monical.17 and partiall.T melodicaU.::r. The second is a series 
ot major triads 1n second inversion whose roots are tones tour and tiTe 
ot the ground. These two are developed together into a celesta cadenza, 
based on the totalit::r o! tones pre!ent. This tinall:r is reduced to two 
tones ~ich bear close resemblance tot.he theme of scene 2 or this aot. 
The variation ends l.1.th the ground in vertical condensation by' pairs 
over a pedal composed or the tones or the ground not used in the 
present series. 
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Variation 71 Tl'.i:s variation, 'Which senes as a JllUsical bridge 
intothe tollowing dramatio section, is an expansion ot the figure 'Which 
ended the previGus var1ation. 
vartation 81 The variation opens w1 th a chord or fourths, .followed 
by a chord \lhich results t'rom moving the top and bottom taurt.ha ot the 
previous chord one halt step toward each other. This chord, plus an 
expansion ot the ma ter1al or the ground, rom tha l!lel.od.io and hannonio 
basie tor the entire variation. Tones 9-11 are expanded quite exten- 
s1Tel.y before the end ot the section 150 that the tinal tone or the 
ground is not heard until the beginning or the next variation. 
Yartnt1on 21 The material ot this variation 1s the melodic mate- 
rial or the motive trom the thme used hannonically'. The Tertical 
structures which are being used.'3.re quite similar to those ~ich have 
beon.'used in previous variations, but the melodic content is more nearly 
related to the material of the theme. The variation ends with a com- 
posite chord containing eight or the tones or the ground. The inter- 
vals which are prominent in this tinal chord are the same intervals 
which have been used throughout this section. 
Variation lOt The mater1al or this variation is a continuation ot 
the mater1al. in the previou! one. In this Tariatirm, more so than in 
SllY' ot the preceding ones, the ground 1a more freely treated. 'lhe 
tones or the ground ar• presented 1n a varied order e.M in various 
ranges and instl'lmlents. 
yariation llt 'The Material here 1e a recapitulation or material 
from scene 2. Dramatically, this Variation is a reminisOenC!J by 
Wozzeok ot the events in scene 2. 
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Varlat1gn 12c One measure or 7/4 time, Wich is the extent of 
this variation, contains tive motival devices. The tint i1 the ground 
in the solo trumpet. The second is a simple whole-tone scale, renect- 
ing the whole-tone pattem or earlier variations in the voice. The 
third ia an answer ot this by diminution in mirror motion-first, in 
two aolo celll and later in abbrniated tom by two solo 'Yiolln1. The 
fourth 11 a canonic treatment ot the first half ot the row in two voices. 
The final device 1a an arpeggio answered 1n mirror canon. The arpeggio 
ia d1reot.1y' deriTed trom the varied row presented in the introduction to 
th• acene. It is composed ot two major thirds whose root tones are 
separated by the internl of a tritone. 
variation l'.31 A new theme appears in th11 variation. Thia theme 
11 relativel.7 unimportant in th11 scene, but serves a1 the basic theme 
ot the Doctor in scene 2 ot .A.ct U.. Another motive is aleo heard which 
11 treated more extens1Tely in variation 18 and following. The ha?'l- 
monio material is basically th• same as that ot previous variations. 
variation 141 The opening •easure1 ot vocal wr1 ting are a develop.. 
ment ot a motive tr"Om scene 1 ot th11 act. The accompaniment 11 a 
devalopnent ot the second motive trom the previous Tariation, which 
embodies the first three tones ot the ground preceded b;r a two-tone 
anacrusis. The ground is presented in the t1nal three measures ot the 
Tariation. overlapping into the beginning ot the next. The theme ot 
the Doctor, lsupported by the descending whole-tone pattern. harmonized 
in perf 9ot fourths. completes the material ot this Tariation. 
variation 151 The ground is here presented in two ~s. Th• tones 
ot the ground are compressed into three-tone chords1 the tint ot whiclj 
is an aupented triads the second and thiH ot which are composed ot 
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mixed fourths 1 and the final one ot which is a d1min1.shed triad. The 
eecond halt ot the ground is giTen to the voice, basically as presented 
in the theme. The balance ot the material ot this variation is a 
develop1tent or the motive trom phrase lot the theme. 
Jariation 161 In this Tariation the voice devllops the 1ilhole- 
tona pattem. Thecrcheatra is baaical.l.7 concerned with a develo:pnent 
ot the chords derived trom the row heard in the previous variation. 
Throughout the develoIJ11ent or these chords, a clear derivation 11 m- 
dent even tho1lg'li. th• component intel"V'a11 or the individual chords may 
be oonsiderabl7 altered. 
variation lZt Fragment 4 again becomes the basis ot the niajori ty 
ot the material<£ this variation. A descending sequence ot chords 
bull t out ot th• tones in this fragment are heard under the first three 
tones ot the ground. A canonic imitation ot the voice line from vari- 
ation 14, one part composed ot parallel diminished triads and the other 
part a single line doubled by the voice, conclude the Tariation. 
Variation 181 The bulk ot the material 1.n this variation 11 based 
on the first motive tram the theme. To this is added the second 111ot.1.Te 
tram Tariation 1:3 and the 111ot1ve in the voice from variation 14. These 
three elements are combined and developed 1n euch a 111anner as to double 
the length or the variations up to this point. The ground, as an entity, 
11 absent from t.his Tar1at1on al.though fragments ot it figure in the 
motival derivation ot 111ucb ot the material. 
Variation 191 The material ot this variation is entirely baaed on 
motive l ot the theme. This is so arranged to include tragment 4. The 
dU'terentiating factor is the character11t1c intenal pattem ot a 
descending major third followed by an ascending minor third, a pattern 
quite evident in the JllOtive. The voica part. is a develolJ!lent ot the 
whole-tone pattern. Again in this variation, the ground ie totally 
mi Hinge 
Variation 20• This variation may be roughly divided into two sec- 
tions. The first ~t these is a develOlJ!lent Ot the whole-tone pattem. 
This pattern is heard several t1Jlles1 and with each auooessiTa restate- 
ment, another perfect fourth ie added to the vertical sonority so that 
in the final statement the structure outlinitJ.g·:th• motive consists or . 
seven superimposed fourths. Section 2 begins with a rearrange.ment or 
these tones w1 th one additional tourth added. These chords are var1ou817 
treated, maintaining tor tha 111ost part the capacity to be reduced to a 
continuous series ot fourths. Under these chords motive 1 trom the 
theme 11 treated to considerable variation. The order ot certain inter- 
vals is altered, but the basict derivation rem.a.ins clear throughout this 
section. 
variation gl.1 The final variation is a t1nal. reatatement ot the 
cround row in the upper voice, harmonized with chords ot varying degrees 
or tension. The only un1i'y1ng schemes seem to be the row 1n the upper 
part and a descending chromatic 1oale in the lowest part. The variation 
ends w1 th a sustained E fiat (or di) pedal over \Jhich is heard fragment 
4 *1th a Ta¢ng number ot tones added as anatiru.ses. Thia leads d1reoUr 
into the following scene without a pause. 
In this soene a maximum. or variety ha9 been achieved w1 th a mini· 
mum ot motiTal material. The ground row, with its single variant, pro- 
vides a great deal or the motival. matsrisl. With the addition or the 
two motives introduced 1n the theme, this is almost the entire 8Jllount 
ot motival material used 1n this scene. 
The ground is treated quite freely-. It NY' appear in MY' voice 
and may be disguised so as to be lost temporarily- in the stream· ot 
deTel.OJlllent. For the moat part, all at" the melodic and hannonic ideas 
in this scene are developed out ot one or 111ore ot the motival ideas 
which are used. The minimm amount ot motival material., plus the 
presence or a un1ty1ng ground, ilakes this one ot the m.ost highly unified 
scenes ot the opera. 
Because ot the recurrence or the ground mot1Te in the majority- ot 
the variations, this scene can be considered as being either a Passa- 
caglia or a chaconne, depending upon the detini t.ion given each ot these 
te:nns. Berg terms this section a Passaeag].1a, giving that indication 
in the score • 
• 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT I-SCEw. .5 
The introduction to this scene presents sever:.:1 motives 'Which 
recur' with greater or lesser frequency throughout the scene, The .first 
is a close derivative of the theme of Wozzeok and Marie. The second, 
and most important: 
is heard simultaneously with the first. This motive is develop d 'With 
o. oortain amount at interval contraction while the third motive is 
introduced. Thi.s development of m6ti ve 2 con eludes with e. figure 
derived from the whole-tone pattern o.r the previous scene, This is £ol- 
lo ed by a reference to motive lo This pattern is also an inte ral 
pa.rt of motive 3, and this partioular fra."'1ent is given considerable 
developnent. The fourth motive, which later becomes one of the th $ 
of the Drum Major, is heard last and is followed by de-velop:nent of all 
or the motives heard thuo far. 
t#J;1 r•.r r f rll 
This theme of the 'Dr'Urll Major 1s heard in measure 666. To this is 
added material from. motive .3 ae a fonu of' oountenn~lody. A reference 
to the March £:rom scene 3 concl. udes this t'.leotion. 
Th third section is an extended development of motive 2. To this 
:1.a added an ocoa.sional. reference to motive 4. In inea.eur 677 a ne 1 
motive is heard t1hieh is given some devel.opnent. These two motives are 
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developed until measuro 68:3 where motive 4 signals the beginning ot the 
fourth section. 
The material ot this section is derived to a great extent from a 
variation or motive l or the theme .t'rom the last scene, A second theme 
appears which beai•s a close relationship, e~ecially rhythmic. to .oae •ot 
the secondary motives heard in variation 1' ot the previous scene. This 
motive is transfonnad to become a tis with motive 2 which in t\lnl leads 
to a return to motiva 4. 
Deginni~ with measure 693 motive 4 is given extensive devel.opuent 
1n canon. This 13 supported 1n part by an ostinato derived from motive 2. 
The final seotion of the scene, tunctioning as a coda bOth to the 
scene and to the act as a whole, is a turther developnent ot allot the 
previously heard motives. Motives 2 and 4 are the most prominent, with 
the 1nternlio outJ.ine or motive 4 serving as a bridge into the final 
cadence. The ·.Ulterval ot a i'ourth melodically-, pl.us the underlying 
harmonies, by eor.densation and minor changes becomes a close link between 
this section and the coda. 
In this scene two themes; or motives. and their derivatives are 
used as the basis for the majority- ot the eoene. Because or the repe- 
tition or these two IUOtivee at tairly- regular 1ntervals. this ecsne has 
mmv or the characteristics or a rondo fo:nn. The basic !Structural scheme 
is ABACAB with an addod coda. The recurrence or A is the factor which 
determines the !om ot rondo, especially- since neither or the other two 
motival. ideas aro iiven the extensive treatment which is accorded to 
motive 2. the basic riotive tor part A. 
5~J..l?I OF ACT I 
There are five completely independent eeenes in this act. Dram- 
atically• this aot sertes to introduce the main characters and their 
relationship to Wozzeck and to each other. Since relatively little 
happens to advance the plot 1n this a.ct other than to lq the ground- 
work for the ul tiillate c11Juax, and since th~ individual eeenes hava 
littl.e relationship to each other, there would seem to be no great 
demand for a maximum or unity 'between the different scenes. The scenes 
are well uni.tied within themselves, but the act as a whole does not 
have this high degree or unity because or this variety or tom and 
motiva.1 material. The sin&le unifying tactor is the presence, implied 
or explicit, or Wozzeok as the dentral dramatic character in each ot 
the scenes. and the taot. t.'lat in each 'ot these scenes ho 1s seen in 
relationship to those with wom he comes in contact. Thus this act 
seems to be unified roore through dramatic cont.ent than musical content. 
As the plot ot the opera becomes more closely knit. eo too does the 
mlaical developnent become more highly orgahized and unified. 
30- 46 
47- 64 
6,5-103 
109·1~.5 
St!1tt.A.RY· OF ACT I-SCENE l 
Introduction. Includes hint of main theme or section 1. 
SECTION l 4- 14 Part A. 
15· 23 Part B. 
~fain motival. idea that or Capt2.in 
Miniature ABA. Each motive has individual 
rhyt.taic acceapardnent«. 
24- 29 Codetta · :eased on material ot part 1. Fom tran- 
sition to next SGCtion., 
SECTIOU 2 
JO• '' Part l. J4- J? Trans. 
:;e- 40 Pa.rt D. 
41- 46 Fm A. 
Mot1Te a in voice, motiTe b 1n orchestra 
Free recitative in voioe, hint or motive b 
from part A L..,. acllOlllpanimE'nt 
FrGo section w1 th hints or whole tone motive 
from part A 
Return to A. ?-!ot1ve b p~or.dnatas. lfotive 
a heard onl.1 once in diminution 
SECTION 3 
47- .53 Reoapi tulation or material !'I'Ol'l section 1 ·w1 th some 
developnent sz~- 64 Free viola cadenza 
51• SS Motive b of next seotion 
59• 61 Gem Of Wozz.eck l!l.Oti ve 
sn;CTI01~ 4 
6S- 72 Part .A. 
7'J- 96 Part B. 
97-108 Part A. 
Three motives, one heard thro~ho11t, 
others introduced successively 
Four motives, first opens and closes sec- 
tion, second heard throughout, third and 
fourth heard sucoessivel;r, developed some- 
lvhat. All motives related to part A 
Repeat ot .t'1rst A, slightJ.7 al tenK' .• 
J,eads to transition 
SECTIONS 109-114 Trans. Free contrabassoon cade~a 
11.5-122 Part I ll.5-120 Part A. Motive a, with extension and 
elision into part B 
120-122 Part B. Motive b 
123-126 Pa.rt B•. Motive b, with longer a.nacrwds, 
one etep higher 
127·132 Part II Same proportions s.s before, added theme 
derived tram transition 1n part B. 
Phrase le~ths approximately halt or 
Part I,: 
lJJ-135 rart III Again sarc.~ as b~tore, phrase lengths one 
fourth of part I. Uo new mllterialr, 
sm·!M..&Ja' 011' ACT I-SCENE 2 
201-2ll Exposition o! principal thematic material tor the scene 
212-222 Hunting song. Terse 1, two contrasting periods, each with 
a var;:lng number or measures 
Second section ot main theme. First section ot considerable 
davelopnent 
nunting song, verse 2. Basia melodic outline present, but 
highly embellished 
Short transition to Tersa 3 
Hunting song, verso :3• Less embellishment or molodio line 
than verse 2, but not an exact repeat of verse 1. Inter- 
ruptions by Wozzeok cause extonsiona ot phrase lengths 
section '.3 ot main theme.· Further developuent ot thematic 
material 
Section 4 ot theme, t1nal section of developnent 
Cod~, continuing developnent 
326-332 Coda overlaps beginning ot introduction to next 
section 
136-153 
1.54-172 
173-200: 
223-248 
270-284 
285-)01 
)02-JJ:! 
sscnon 6 
l'.36-141 Part A. Motives based en "Wir Ame Leut• thEllle, 
p.lus series ot thirds, SOllle relation to 
last section 
Based in part on motive tro1u s&otion 1. 
Further use ot material .t'rom. Part A 
Considerably abbreviated 
Again, abbreviated and character ot 
accom~animent changed 
142-148 Pa.rt 13. 
149-150 Part A.. 
lSl-1.SJ Part B. 
~ECTION 7 
An expansion and recap1tulat1011 of 111B.terial from. section l 
CODA 
Reoapitu.1.ation ot motival material !rom all previous sec- 
tions except seot:bnn land 1 
SUM!URY 01 ACT I-SCENE J 
J26-J6 .3 MkttCH . 
;26-JJJ Introduction 
JJ4•J4.5 First strain. AB.A .torm. tree C major-minor tonality 
)46-J.SJ Trio, repeated p.'lrase, tonality ot A nat. later 
E fiat, both quite tree 
J.54-)61 Retrans1t1on to str&i.n 1, Jl10tive or this strain 1n 
diminution. also f'ragment ot trio 1n sequence and 
diminution 
)62-)63 Beginnings ot repeat ot first strain, ca.used to 
cease abrupUy by dramatic action. 
Tra.nsit.1011and1ntroduoti4>n into Lullab;r 
LULL.A.DY 
372·'}$7 Verse 1, double period, contrasting motival material 
>18-403 Verse 2, same material. somewhat embellished and 
altered, accompaniment figures changed 
40)-416 417-427 428-4.54 
455-472 
47)-lfSJ 
37 
Coda ot Lullab;v, extension of motival material 
Transitioni..into following section 
Section A 0£ scena. Episodic section with some reference 
to motival material of' scene 2 
Section B ot seena, Developnent or new material 
Cod.i to scene, continues developnent ot section B, lea.ds 
direatl.11nto next scene 
SUHMARI OF ACT I-sCErm 4 
484-488 Introduction. Contains a variant of the thane and the theme 
1tselt9 both are important developnentally in later sections. 
Sl.7-523 
SJl.·537 
SSJ- 
Theme. Exposes complete ground, most ot the important motival 
material ot this scene. 
Variation; 1. Continued expansion ot motival material tram 
them.a. · Ground in hom• middle register. · 
Variation 2. Ground in upper voice. Other parts elaborate 
on last .fragment or ground and on whole-tone motives. 
Variation 3. Rhythmic variation ot ground in bass. Con- 
tinuation ot material tram thSAe. 
Variation 4. Ground continues as above. Other parts 
elaborate harmonicall;v and melodicall7 on motive a from theme. 
Variation 5. Ground continues in bass. Expansion ot frag- 
ment 4, wole•tone motive. Reintroduction ot theme from 
scene,. 
Variation 6. Based. on tragXTlent 4 and the motive heard in 
the last variation. Ground del~ until last measure, then 
heard 1n hamonio pairs. 
Variation 7. Based on an expansion or the treatment ot the 
ground in variation 6. 
Variation 8. Based ent1rel7 on a harmonic expansion ot the 
tones ot the ground row. 
Variation 9· Further varied tret.tment harmonioall7 ot tones 
in ground. 
Variation 10. Ground freely treated, both in crder and re~ 
gister. Voice expands on \!hole-tone motive. Hamo:ny based 
on tragment 4. 
Variation U. Recapitulation ot material trom scene 2. 
Ground slighU7 emballished in voice. 
S69·S7S 
590-.596 
.597-610 
Variation 12. Varied treatment ot ground• and chord derived 
f'rom initial variant or ground row. Whole-tone motive expan- 
ded 1n voice and solo strings. 
Variation 13. New theme, associated with Doctor 1n later 
scenes introduced along with subtheme later developed in scene. 
Variation 14. Developnent ot ground, theme trom last var- 
iation, \!hole-tone motiva and motive trom scene 1. 
Variation 15. Ground condensed to hamonio triads. Expansion 
on motive a rrom theme. 
Variation 16. Dnelopment ot harmonic 111ater1al or ground 
.trom previous variation. Ground in bass. 
Variation 17. Based on fragment 4 and motive trom variation 14. 
Variation 18. Expansion ot motive a trom theme, aubmotive 
trom variation 13t motive from variation 14. Harmonioall7, 
based on fragment 4. 
Variation..'.19• Based entirel7 on fragment 4, included as a 
part ot motive a tram theme. 
Variation 20. Based tirst en the \!hole-tone 111ot1ve, then 
on a developnent or motive a tram the theme. The ground as 
such is missing. 
Variation Zl.. Ground 1n upper voice 8Upported by' a mixture 
ot chords. 
Coda. to scene. E nat, the tirst note ot the ground as a pedal, supporting extensions or fra~ent 4. 
sumu.RY OF ACT I..SCENE s 
6!)6-66.S Introduction and part A. The expo~i tion or the principal motives or th• soene. · 
64S-6S.S 
666-671 
672-68J 
684-691 
Part B. Exposition of theme or Drum Major and a portion 
ot the March rrom scene 3. 
Part A. A further developn.ent ot the main theme ot the 
introduction with fragmentary re.t"erencea to the theme ot 
fj3.l°t n. 
Part c, New material relating to 1ubnotive ot variation 13 or scene 4. _ 
Part A. Short reoap1,ulat1on or motive or part A.. 
I 
Part B. Extensive d~velol'.11lent o.t" motive o.t"_ Drum Major. 
Coda to scene and act. Dev9lops all motival material. Leads to climax or act and final cadence beginning in measure 715. 
C'JAPTER m 
Analysis or A.ct II 
)9 
ANALYSIS OF ACT II-scrum l 
A continuation 0£ the material or the preceding rinal cadence 
serves as an introduction to this scene. The opening theme: 
shows a direct relation to the trio or the March from Aot I-scene 3, 
but this r~semblance is not pursued. The theme falls into two con- 
trasting periods of eight measures each. The same genri.inaJ. motive 
Uni.ties the entire double period, but exact contours do not recur. The 
fourth phrase contains n motive which later becomes quite important in 
development. A short coda, based melodically on th interval of a 
falling minor third• leads to a transitional passage bu.il t upon the 
same £al.ling third with constant minor s cends in the accompaniment. 
Theme 2 is related direotly to Harle* s L'Ulla.by from Act I-scene 3. 
Here. as in the prev>ious seene, the melody and accompaniment lean heavily 
on the perfect fourth. Theme 3 is heard in measure 49. This motive of 
:f'ive tones is rlven a. short development through which it becomes the 
theme of Wozzeck. T is theme, Uaed throughout later sections of the 
opera, has been hinted at in Act I as a t'~guro of three descending Jholo 
tones. In this simple fonn and in the more complex fom used in this 
scene, it is the most important motive associated uith Wozzeck. 
From measures 60-96 the foregoing material is repeated with many 
variants. In tbe repeat of theme l the motival material is considerably 
embellished, but an accompanying fra~ent, also heard in the initial 
statement, retains enough of its individuality to act as a link between 
seotions. The phrasin€j is unique in the repeat. Whereas in the original 
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statement the tour phrases were all tour measures 1n length, in the 
repeat ot the exposi t1on the88 phrase lengths vary. In the score Berg 
gives this 1ndication1 9wts1 tem.I?;g Ider Repriee, aber snf®"'" etwu 
goegen}d• Each or the first two phrases is extended 1'rom tour to !1Te 
measures due to a prolongation ot the tirst measure 1n each phrase. 
Phrase ' is again four measures in length, but the final phrase ot the 
period 1.s reduced to onl)" three measures. Throughout the repeat ot 
theme l the melodio line can be discl!Jmed through the embellishment, 
so that the divisions are clear. The coiia is considerably abbreviated 
by' rhythxnio diminution. The transition to the second theme, howev~r, 
is extended into two parallel. chromatic sweeps of minor seconds whose 
lowest tones are a Jllinor seventh apart. 
Than• 2 is abbreviated by- diminution to onl.y' two measures, again 
all 1n parallel pertect fourths with the transitional motive continu- 
ing above it. Theme' closes the section in three-part canon at the 
octave, girtng rise in the !1nhl. voice entrance to the theme in three 
euperimposed minor sevenths. 
The next section is a tree tanta97 on material ot the preceding 
section. Themes 1 and J carry the bulk of the develop:aent with material 
derived 1n part .tl"Oill the transition between thsnea l and 2. At the end 
ot this section the "Wi:r Ame Le"t" theme reappears and is given a 
alight amount ot develop?tent. A. sustained chord ot C 111ajor serves as a 
retransition to the earlier material. 
Them• l is stated• varied alightl.7 trom the original. The tirst 
three phrases are heard within the dramatic devel~pnent ot the scene. 
A deecenilng C major glissando on the harp breaks the oontinui ty when the 
curtain closes, and the balance ot the material. or theme 1 and succeeding 
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themes functions as a dramatic coda. To tinish the restatauent ot theme 
1 the opening two bars ot the tourth phrase are expanded arxl developed 
oanonically1 first as the sine].e line: secondly, in major thirds w1 th 
the skips partially tilled by pas sin{: notes; thirdly, in a s1mllar 
manner using augr.iented triads; and t1na11y, in CC111b1na.tio11 with its par- 
tial inversion in J!lixed seventh chords. Theme 2 is repeated. emphaddng 
the pertect fourth device w1 th occasional. tragmE>nts ot the Lullaby in- 
serted. Thate J is laBt heard hamonized 1n parallel chords leading to 
a close on a B flat major seventh chord. and a six-tone cluster. Three 
silent measures, .t'ollot-red by an ascending harp scale, closs the scene 
and open the following scene. 
The atruoture ot tlrl.is scene is that ot the sonata .. allegro .t'orm. 
Ot the thre9 themes used as the basis £or this soeno, only t.'l• third 
has a definite personal connotation, being associated with Wozzeck. 
The second theme. whioh is a repeat and elaboration or the Lullaby trom 
Act I-scene 3, iu~ be thought ot as be~ associated dramatioall7 w1 th 
Marie, but thie cannot be definitely determined. Thus to say, as some 
analysts have, that each ot the themes used in t.'U.s scene has a counter- 
part 1n the three characters ot the scene is interesting, but not neces- 
sarily musici~Y sound. 
In the early sonata-allegro forms the exposition was usually 
repeateda and in this scene, the exposition is likewise repeated. The 
repeat ot the exposition is varied considerably and the dimensions ot 
the themes are altered '3onsiderably. The dnelo1J11ent is quite short 
and treats only the f'ix-st and last ot the themes. The recapitulation 
again,• as in the case or all forms in this '>pera neceuitating 
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repetition or motival material, is considerably varied with the dimen- 
sions ot the themes again undergoing alteration. In spite or the vari• 
ation ot motival material the torm ot this scene is quit. clear and pro- 
vides a good example ot the use or this form 1n contemporary usage. 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT II-SCENE 2 
This scene i1 divided into two complex sections. The f'irat is a 
tree oontrapuntal tantaq on three themes, and the second is a tugue 
tin th• eame themes. Section l begins with the first and second themes. 
Theme l is that of the Captain which was tirst heard in Aot I-scene 1, 
and theme 2 is that ot the Doctor tram A.ct I-scene 4. These two themes 
are heard together with one acting as the counterpoint tor the other. 
These themee are treely treated but, for the most part, retain their 
characteristic out.Un•. A seeend part begins in meuure 188. The 
chords which open this part contain within them the opening notes ot 
theme z. These tones, pl.us all ot themes 1 and 2, are tree17 treated • 
w1 th about an equal nlll1lb•r ot 1tatements tor each theme. Themes trom 
the Passaoaglia appear 1n measures ~l.3-217. The balance ot this part 
11 devoted to t'urther developnent ot theme 2. Part 3 ot this section 
continues to develop these themes. At times the developnent ot the 
themes leads to such radical trans:tormation that the original themes 
are hardJ.7 recognizable, nor is the derivation of motival material 
readil.7 traceable to the original themes. 
Measure 248 begins a quasi recapi tul.ation ot theme 2. The theme 
11 still considerably varied but is mol'e easil7 recognized. than 1n pre- 
Tious measures. Thie developnent continues while the tirst hint or 
theme ) is heard. The tull statement ot theme :3 is heard 1n measure 273. 
To this is added a i'inal statement ot theme 2 and a passage 'Which devel- 
ops indiTidual parts ot theme ). This lead! .ll.reotl.7 to the tugue. 
The ~e begins with the theme ot the Captain in the English Hom, 
answered in the voice, then the bassoon. Fragments are introduc9d snd 
the total theme is developed at some length. Theme 2. that ot the 
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Doctor. is exposed in measure 29) 1n cello and voice. It is answered 
in various !orm:s ot stretto in true tom and 1n diminution. From 
measures 297-312 both themes ;.re developed extensiTely and freely. The 
derivation ot t..'le material remains, for the most part, obvious. 
Theme 3, that o! Wozzeok, 11 introduced 1n measure JlJ •. This is 
answered twice at d.Uterent interval.as then .another developuent section 
begins. In this section. \.'hich is divided into HTeral pa.rt1. the 
themes are combined and tull.y developed. Part l develops theme 1 
almost e:sol.usively. Part 2 again prbtarily develops theme l but adds 
several statements or theme J• The original statement of theme J at 
the end ot the section betora the fugue has four distinot parts. In 
this •. and subsequent parts ot this aeotion •. two ot these individual 
lines have 1nd3pendent e.x11tencea and are independenUy developed with 
no reference to the principal theme. Part 3 begins with a developnent 
ot theme 2 but finishes w1 th a tull, exclusive tre•tment ot theme J 
md its Tarious components. The final part is a developnent ot all 
theme3, especial.17 themes 1 and 2. These aN u3uaJ.ly heard togetheri 
qui ts often, the beginning or one theme will be joined to the end ot 
another theme in the smn• instrument. The soena ends with a figure 
and its extension, based on a combination ot .fraf;Jlents trom themes 2 and 
J, which continue into the opening ot the next scene. 
Here, as in. the first scene ot this aat. three themes are present. 
The third. that of Wozzecke is heard last and is given proportionatel.7 
less develoJJllent t.'1an the tint two. In tom, only the eecond major 
eection or this scene is clear. Ms is a tull tui:ue on the three 
themes. The first a~ct1on is a contrapuntal developnent ot the three 
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themes 1n a tree tom which may be considered a fantasy on these themes. 
The development ot the themes is, in many parts ot this section, so 
involved as to lose all eense or connection w1 th the them.es trom which 
they are derived. Throughout this section, however. enough ot the orig• 
·inal torm ot the theme 1.1 usually inserted during the developnent to 
remind one ot th~ derivation ot the musical fabric. 
The tugue develops eaoh or the three themes independenUy betore 
combining them. Themes l end 2 are exposed independentJ.y, then combined 
tor a brier developnent be.f'ore theme 3 is exposed. This is followed by 
a complete developnent ot all or the themes. In this seotion only two 
ot the themes are ever develo.ped at ~ _one t1ma. Never do we find all 
three themes being developed simultaneously. 
The developnent or theme ' 11 unique in that the theme is presented 
in tour-part harmoey- 1n ite original exposition in the .f'1rst section. 
In the tugue three ot these parts. one ot which is the theme iteel.t, 
have independ~nt existences and receive aeparate developnent. 
This scene• as was true or the first scene of this aot. is much 
more highly organized than: my ot the scenes or the tir!t act. This is 
due to the high degree ot organization ot the dramatic material ot this 
ecene. 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT II-SCENE J 
This Largo for two orchestras opposes a chamber ensemble against 
the full orchestra. The introduction exposes the three main themes: 
(Theme 3 is the theme of Marie quoted in Act I-scene 3.) At the close 
of the introduction the theme heard in Aot l-scene 3 associated with 
Woz~eok and Marie is heard. Development sequentially of' theme 3 con- 
tinues for three measures. This is carried on in ~e upper register 
whUe a new thetuc is heard beneath it, Frae;m.ents of themes 1 and 2 are 
heard while deVelopment o:f theme 3 continues. Material reminiscent or 
the Passacaglia ie developed in section 2 beginning with measure 381 • 
.An extended melody for horn, later oboe, leads to section '.3 1.fuich is 
based ntirely on material associated in one way or an.other with the 
Drum Major. An ostinato based on the main theme of Wozzeck underlies 
this entire section. 
An xtended trnnsi tion consisting largely of three features eon- 
sti tutes a retum to the material 0£ section 1. There is a continu tion 
or the oatinato, a. series 0£ contrary motion chords moving Chromatically, 
and a. pedal C, the first note ol theme l. Following this th re is a 
three-measure section in which all ot the instruments in the ensembl 
elaborate in various manners upon a chord growing out ot section 1 and 
rel.a.ting to section 2. This il.ea.ds to a restatement or the material of 
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themes 1 and 2, continually tragrnented. The chord, which is last heard 
1n theme 2 is broken into parts and becomes the introduction to the 
following soene. 
Thie scene is in a much freer form than the first two scenes ot 
this aot. Basical.l.Y', it is a tree devel.opnent. ot three motives, with 
certain elements ot a simple Rondo. The reappearance ot theme 1 at 
dif'terent places in the scene is the element which gives this scene the 
appearance ot a Rondo. The developnent ot th• material, a great deal 
ot which is a recapitulation or motives heard in the first act, is 
extenaive, but motival derivations are usuall.Y' clear. 
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AIALYSIS OF A.CT II-SCENE 4 
This scene is composed or a number or mors or less related sec- 
tions. The introduction is a Landler •. In .tonn. it is A.BA with ell but 
the last phrase ot the second A serving as an introduction to the scene.· 
Part A ot the Landl.er has a de.tinite g minor tonality with a modulation 
1n the seoom halt to E fiat major. This _:'part o! the Landler has two 
distinct parts. The first enda in g minor. and the other ends in E fiat 
major.. Two groups are employed to pl~ the dance. One group doe,, and 
the other does not repeat the first halt. The result is that two dis· 
tinct tonalities are evident wen the cadenc~ is reached. 
Part B is regular 1n torm with extensive use ot tourths and .titths 
melod1oall1 and harmonicall;r. The retum ot Part A is again regular 
and in g minor throughout, employing only the first halt ot the original 
A. (In both sections ot part A there is a very obvious reference to 
the Minuet trom Mozart ts pon Gioyanm.) 
The closing ot the tandler overlaps the beginning ot an arpeg- 
giated figure serving as a bridge into the next aeotion. This figure 
is a continuous increase and decrease in tension as instl"Ulllents are 
added and eubtraclted• In section 2 the tones ot the arpeggios are used 
aa a chordal accompaniment to the vocal line. This section is divided 
into two unequal parts ot 9 and 16 measures. The second part keeps the 
same pattem or chord derivation but varies 1t somewhat under a more 
elaborate vocal line• A continuation ot the chordal pattem is BUpple- 
mented b1 an elaboration through interval expansion ot the opening bars 
ot the vocal line of this section. · A tragmentatlon ot this motive into 
de11cend1ng thirds bridges into the Waltz section wich follows. 
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The Waltz mixes tonality and a.tonality freely. The general effect 
soems to be here, as in previous seetacne, one or deliberate out of 
tune o.r wrong notes being written. The Waltz is in seven sections, 
some of which share motivil material. Section l :ts a i"roe ABA with the 
second A only three neaeurea long, and each of' the other sections 
lengthened by phrase extension. At the verJ end of this section the 
tbemo of ozzeck and Harle is heard in the Ml orchestra. 
Section 2 0£ the fol tz is a short phrase serving as an introduction 
or bridge into the next section. The fiddle thome returns in lat r 
s ctions. Section J is again an extended pGt"iod, Phrase l states a 
theme: 
'Which appears in several forms in later sections. !'he second phr~se 
iterates material connected motivall.y w.t th the Drum :lajor. Section 4 
:returns to a free e minor tonality. In this section material from sec- 
tions 2 and 3 is heard against a descending ohromatic passage in the 
:t'ull orchestra. Matorlal from the Landler is also restated at the 
beginning of tho third phrase. This section falls into a quite .free 
ABA ronn. 
Section 5 is concerned motivally with material from. Act r ... scone 5. 
'l.'hel"'e is added a secru.ential serles of per-1.'ect fourth arpeggios wh.ioh are 
oharacter'lstic of the harmoru,c material of the Waltz. Scotion 6 continues 
material f'rom this last section, predominantly the theme of the Drum Major. 
This leads into the last section i'l'hich is a recapi, tula.tion and expansion 
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of the theme from section 3 and makes reference to the Drum dajor's 
thelne. 
The Waltz is followed by a chorus and song by Andres. The chorus . 
consists of a series of ascending scales building up clusters oi' tones 
in the C major scale .follo~-red by a pair of m.ajor aoconds whose roots are 
a perfect fourth apart. 
Andre's song, based on and accompanied by perfect fourths, is 
followed by anctnor' chorus section similar to the first, but using do"' 
soonding scale patterns. The whole seotion forms an ABA fonn. thatis 
f.'airly regular in natllt'0• 
At measure ;98, a recapitulation section begins with an int1"0- 
duction to a. repeat of the tandler. The orchestra here begins and 
remains in ')/4 time; but 1..Jhen the Landler returns, it is in 3/4 time. 
This gives the effect 0£ two distinct rhytluilic accerrtaataone clm-ified 
by he two instrumental groups. The return of the La.ndler is regular, 
but shortened somewha·t.. During the playing of the Landler by the stage 
band. the orchestra. picks up a melodic fra.gm.ent end develops it through 
continual extension and rhythmic diminution. 
A Melodrama begins after the Lanell.er. The chorale tune ·which is 
quite extensive in seope is played by the bombardon. 'I'his tune underlies 
this entire section and becomes s'llnilar to a. chorale pl"elude in 1 ts i'onn. 
The chorale tunt1 is co:i:i1posed of the tones o:C thG chordal sequence from 
aection 2 of this scene. While the bcmbardon continues tho chorale 
melody, the other instruJftents play melodic and ha1"!llonio figures derived 
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i'rom the chords. A short recapitulation of the song and chorus from 
befor are heard, followed by another bridge section si.m.ilar to that 
which .i'ollowed the original Landler. 
A recapitula:tion of the 'faltz io preceded by a short introduction 
which is obviously meant to be tho tuning (or retuning) of the stage 
band. The solo fiddle tunes first, tuning one whole step higher than 
the usual violin tuning. Then the other instruments tune. After a 
short conversation between Wozzeok and the Fool, the Waltz begins in 
the stage band. The Waltz is punctuated by a series ot fortissimo 
chords in the full orohestra. The recapituJ.a.t:lon of the Waltz is irreg- 
Ul..ar in that certain sections are omitted and others restated 1n diffel"'• 
ent order. Section l is cut to a simple AD. The second A is replaced 
by an extension or B leading, at the curtain, directly to seotion 3. 
Section 2 is hinted at as an aooompanira.ent to the 11iaterial of section ;. 
but the latter entirely predominates. 
A pattern 0£ ox.tonsion and repetition be lns in. measure 690 um.ch 
carries until measure 736, In t!d.o pattern figures of from three to 
twelve notes plus an igh"l:h rest are constantly repeated, On aoh suc- 
cessive repeat the pattern changes- For exronple, in meas re 690 a pat- 
tern of three tones is established by repetition. Later these tnreo 
notes are combined with a repeat of the first and a rest so that the 
tollow.1.ng shifts 0£ :rhythm occurs 
This continues, a.nc1 tho patterns vary to include 5. 7. 9. and 12 tones 
to each pattern, always being similarly treated. A bridge, treatin~ 
material from section 2. leads to a recapitulation or section 6. 
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Another short. recapitulation section involving material from t.~e 
section which originally tollowed the Lanell.er is combined td th tt..-o ot 
the ostinato figures described above. Thislaads to a final statement ot 
eeetion lot the Waltz which closes the 3ccne. 
Structurally, this scene consists ot two dance toms--the Landler 
and the Waltz. Each ot these is repeated 'With dil.terent material !all• 
lng· ..b~tween these sections both times. The over-ill format ot tl-.1s 
soene is Lanen.er, interlude, Wtlltz, chorus and song, Landl.er, inter- 
lude (now in the f'onn ot a chorale-based .fantasy- temed a Melodrama)• 
chorus and eong, and Waltz. The sections are partialll" independent or 
eaoh other, sharing little in the way of motival material. 
This scene contains one of the longest esoctions thus tar in th9 
opera which is in a clearly do.fined tonality. Iloth t..'1.e Lan~er and the 
Waltz show.clear indications of bE'in& 1n a defWte key, although the 
tonality is broadly- expanded. During the Waltz. mo.st or the aooa.n- 
paniment 18 o! such a nature as to.;contuse tho tonality- since the 
bass line is supported by chords ot fourths. Th13 section can, however, 
be analyzed as being in a free e minor tonality 1n spite of this. The 
tonal· implications ot the Lanell.er, especially- the bi tonal aspect or the 
principal cadence or this section, have already been discussed. The 
over-all impression of the tonal writing in these sections is that an 
attempt is being made to indicate a poor pertomanoe by- indicating both 
wrong and out-of-tune notes. Since the majority or the playing in both 
the Waltz and Landl.er is being done by a stage orchestra re-presenting 
~ beer-garden band. t.l-iis is more or an indication that this is the 
intent o:t this writing. 
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The non-to11al nature ot the sections interposed between the dances 
sets them orr quite well tram the more tonal dances. The contrast is 
sornew~1at a.ld.n to that ot the trio seetion or th9 I'.inuet or Scherzo, 
the parallel. or which will be shown in the final summary ot this act. 
These sections are also much freer in their construction, giving a 
turther contrast w1 th the section! 1ihieh the-J :t'ollow. 
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ARALYSI,;.i OF ACT II-SCENE 5 
'l'he introduction to this sc~ne consists of a~ orus of men i ·- 
·atin~ the snore ... of sleeping soldiers. The main body of the intro- 
duction is free inotivallJt using l!lateriaJ. :tron the W~ltz of scene. 
and a descending 1alf-step pattcl'"'.t1 conmen to much of the work. 
The 
Th e 2 is a repeat of the theme of the Drtt'l fajor fro Act I-sc ne 5. 
These mo ·ivcs are de'lfeloped, lar ·ely t.11roug • inte!'Val change and i'rag- 
mentation. Theme J: 
nters in ea~mre 77'7 to begin part I3 • The at.eritl of p rt B is based 
entix- J..y on this thane and a chromatic scaf,o passag ased on a counter- 
rnotive to thomc 3. Part A returns in moaoure ?85. Again th .es 1 and 2 
are treated extensively, here mostly in sequence. As in the first part 
, t re ttifir An10 Leut" tho e appears and is treated extensively an a 
sul.rthane. Part B returns briefly .in measure 800, Md A niturns aeain in 
ioasure 305. This again is abbroViatcd and loads, t1rough a descen ing 
w'1olo tone figure han1oniz d in parollcl seventh chords, to t. e finn.'l 
cadonceo 
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This scene, tallowing a .tree introduction, has all or the char- 
aoter1st1cs or a complete Rondo tom. The themes are compl.etel;r clear 
in their delineation, and the form is as clearly de!'ined as the form ot 
scene 1. These two scenes are the most clearly defined in tema ot 
basic torm in the entire act. 
SUMMAR? OF A~ II 
The total form ot this act is the followings sonata-allegro, 
tantas;r and fugue, a tree Largo with Rondo implications, a series ot 
dances having interposed material ot the nature ot trios, and Rondo. It 
this were equated with th• general tormal structure ot a symp.'lony, it 
would be seen that the scenes ot this act, with the exoeption ot the 
second, follow this struct\11'9 movement tor movement. This correlation 
was Berg' a intent in this act-to create a symphon;r or five movements. 
The clear correlation ot scenes to this structure makes this intent 
tul.l;y reali11ed. In such an event the relationship of the material trom 
scene 4 which is added to the dance toms exphasizes the trio nature ot 
these sections. In this W3 thia scene corresponds closel.J' to the third 
movement or a symphony tuhich is usuall.y' in some dance form, whether 
Minuet, Waltz, or Gavotte. 
0n17 the seoo:id scene ot this act does not tit into the usual sym- 
phonic to:nnat. This scene.'tinds its place within the over-all pattem 
ot the symphony as a treel;y interpolated movement with no set tom.. As 
such, it need not conform to any preconceived pattern ot tom. 
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Sllr1MARY OF ACT II-SCENE 1 
1· 6 Introduction. A continuation ot the cadence progressions 
trom the end of the preceding act. 
7• 96 Exposition section 
7• 22 Exposition ot theme l 
23- 28 · Codetta to thEllle l 
29· 42 Transitional section to second theme 
43· 48 F.xposition of thEme 2 
49 .. 59 Exposition ot closing theme 
97-ll.5 
ll6-127 
128-170 
so- 76 77- 80 
81- 89 
90- 92 
93- 96 
Reexposition ot theme 1, varied considerably 
Repeat or codet ta ' . 
Transitional matetlal expanded at length 
Repeat ot theme 2, condensed, with a continuation 
ot transitional material 
Repeat ot theme . J 1n thre~part canon . 
Develop11ent seot1on 
A. single· section based entirely on themes 1 and 3. 
Retransition to recapitulation section 
Recapitulation section · 128-1.50 Recapitulation ot principal theme, extended and · developed , 
1.51-161 Recapitulation ot second theme, extended and varied 
162-165 Recapitulation ot closing theme. leading to a brier 
pause in the music, which is followed by the ana« 
crusis to scene 2. 
sm~ OF ACT II-scmm 2 
171-285 Fantasy on three themes 
171 .. 187 Introduction and first developnent or themes l and 2 
188-2'.31 Section 2 ot developnent ot these two thmes 
232-247 Section 3 ot developuent 
248·271 Section 4 ct developnent 
272-286 Introduction and devel.opuent ot theme three 
ru.:.~e on three themes 286-292 Exposition ot theme l 
29.3-296 Exposition or theme 2 
297•312 Develop11ent ot themes 1 and 2 
31.3•317 Exposition ot theme 3 
'.3].8-325 Episodic developnent ot theme 1 
326-335 Developnent ot them.es l and 3 
336-346 Developnent ot theues 2 and 3 347.366 Developnent and partial recapitulation ot themes 
l and 2, leading to introduction to scene J 
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StlMMARI OF ACT II-scmm .3 
)67-372 Introduction. Exposition ot main motival material 
)73-)80 Develop11ent ot motival material ot introduction 
)81-387 Exposition and developnent of n~, motival material. 
387•395 Recapitulation ot material associated with Marte and the 
Drum Major from Act I 
395-398 Trans1t1ona\ material 
398~.S Recapitulation o! material trol!l Bection l of this ecene, 
developed to the introduction to the next scene 
Sl.MU.RI or ACT II-SCENE 4 
406-411 Introduction 
412-447 Landl.er 412-429 Section 1, theme A 
4'.30-4.38 Section 2, theme B 
439-447 Section 3, theme A. 
448-455 
456-480 
481-559 
6oS-635 
Transition 
Song 
456-464 
46.S-480 
Part 1 ot song, based harmonically on material 
ot transition 
Part 2 of song, based on variation ot material 
ot part l ·. 
Waltz 
481-495 Part 1, thane A 496-503 Transitional material 
Sol.J-513 Part 2, thEllle B 
.514-528 Part ,'.3, theme C 
529.5)8 Part 4, material f'rom eoene Sot Act I 
S39•.S.S9 Part;, theme B, with extension and developnent 
Soldier~s chorus and song 
56':).575 Chorus, part l 
576-589 Song 
.581-.589 Chorus, part. 2 
Retransition to Landler recapitulation 
Recapitulation ot Landler 
.S9S•S99 Landler, section l 
6o0-604 tandler rllythm continues, melod;y gives wa;y to tree orchestral passage 
Melodraa, choral prelude ot seven phrases, based on 
material ot song which followed .t1rst Lanc:Uer 
Recapitulation ot Chorus and song 
Free transition, based on transition lt.lhich followed first 
Lanell.er 
6.5].-664 
665-570 
Retuning ot stag9 band, conversation or Wozzeck and Fool 
Conver8ation continues 1n tree passage betore recapitulation 
ot Waltz 
Recapitulation ot Waltz 6'7].-684 Return or part. 1, extended and developed 
685-696 Return or section 3 
697-70'3 Restatement or section 1 
704-72'.3 Return ot section 5 with developnent 
724-7'.36 Final statement of.section 1 
SUMMARY OF' AC'Jl II...SC~E S 
r:n-74J Introduction,-~ lt chorus or sleeping soldiers 
744-76o Introduction, part 2t free section 
16J...aoa 
809...814 
815-819 
Rondo Martiale 
761, .. 776 Part A, themes l and 2 . 
777•785 Part B, theme 3 
786-799 Part A, themes l and 2 developed somawat 
800-804 Part B, thane :3 
80,S-808 Part A, themes 1 and 2 turther developed 
Final cadence 
Silent measures 
CH.APT.ER IV 
AnaJ.7sis ot Act llI 
• 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT III-SCENE 1 
Gcene 1 is a series of seven variations and a fugue on a two- 
part t eme. Each part of the theme is treated individually and, for 
purposes of this analysis, will be considered as if it were two separate 
themes. 
Theme 1 (the first phrase of the eriod) is stated in four voices. 
The initial nresentation is unusual in that each of the four entrances 
• 
varies one note of the original motd.ve, These 'Tariants, together. with 
the basic motived are .iven below with asterisks to indic·te the points 
of difference. 
The the1 e and its variants can be considered as falling within a basic 
g Jllinor tonality. The first part of the theme ends with a bichordal 
cadence--D major over' " flat major. rl'his bichordal cadence is further 
elaborated in successive variations and in the fugue which follo1s. 
The second se~tion of the theme consists of three ~otival ideas. 
(see example on follo1ing page) 
For the ~ako of convenience thes~ three motives will be referrod to 
as themes 2a, b1 and c. Theme 2b has two parts, each o:f which is 
dovel.oped independently in different variations as 1111 be discussed 
later. 
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COL BVA BASSO 
Yeriat:j.on lr Theme 1 is presented as before, but. transposed to a 
higher octave. I'he same cadence is reached but 1s not dwelt upon as it 
is in the exposition. Th me 2a is moved to the lowe3t voice'with sev- 
eral alterations: b natural is rep:l:aced by b nat, e natural is 
replaced by f, and the rhythm is al tercd, pa.rtJ.y by diminution and part .. 
ly by augmentation. Theme 2b is given as before, altering the rhythm of 
the seconds from sixteenth~ to eir,hths and expanding the seconds to 
ninths. Theme 2c is heard in two horns in vertical condensation by 
pairs, giving rise to a series of :f.'ive unequal thirds, one perfect fifth, 
and a unison on the final tone. Throughout part B of the variation, the 
§prechstipune is given notes which correspond to theme 2b. 
V0riation 2i The first measure presents the sev rel variants of 
theme l in succession and in diminution. Under this is a series of 
chords which are built from the material of thome 2o. The tones are 
presented in no set order other than to give rise to four dominant 
or altered dominant chords. Part of the theme presents the three 
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motives azain. This time the row of theme 2c 1s in the uppermost part, 
completing a rotational cycle wherein all three motives have each 
appeared in the three basic registers. Theme 2c is again altered rhyth- 
mically• but the row is kept intact. Only 2a is varied other than by 
rhythmic diminution. The melody is given a chordal support during the 
last few notes, and the melody shifts from the lowest tone or the chord 
to the highest while these chords are present. 
Variation 31 This variation is transposed one-half' step lower 
than the previous variations. Theme l, with its different variants, is 
present and extended from the bicho:rdal cadence. In part B only themes 
2b and 2o are present. Theme 2b is divided into its component elements. 
and both are stated and extended. Theme 2o is heard in the bass 1n 
short note values in a very slight variation or its original rhythmic 
pattern. 
Variation 41 In this variation certain motives are omitted en- 
tirely. The majority of the variation is based upon the variants or 
theme 1. These are presented in the voice and later in the orchestra, 
utilizing characteristic notes of the variants of theme 1. In part n 
only themes 2a and the second fragment or theme 2b are used. Theme 2a 
is given an extreme octave displacement so that the original ouUines 
are completely obscured. There is a rhythmic figure throughout the 
variation which is derived from motive Zb with the seconds expanded to 
thirds and later fourths. This figure resolves into a dominant seventh 
chord inf minor which leads directly into the next variation. 
Variation 51 'l'his and the following variation are 1n a definite 
tonality. The V7 chord which ends variation 4 leads directly into 
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r minor. The tonality is quite expanded, but a key reeling ia definite. 
Part A consists of them\! 1 and two ot 1 ts variants 1n partial torm, 
extended to the smns cadence. For the balance ot th• variation the 
three mot1Tes ot theme 2 are employed, varied to the extent th!.t only a 
general outline binds them to their original tom. Theme 2b in thia 
variation changes the major seconds to minor thirds but retains i ta 
characteristic outline. 
Va.na~ign 61 Part A or the theme is treated in a manner simllar 
to ita treat.ment in Variation 5. Thene .2a is missing, and theme ze is 
only hal.t present. Theme 2b takes the burden or part B, belng con- 
siderably extended and varied. 
Yariatj.on 71 The variation begins w1 th an expansion ot a varied 
treatment ot theme 1 ~ch was first heard in Variation 4. 'While this 
is being heard, za with octave d1splaet111ent ot its tones and rhythmic 
variation is also heard in the upper voice. Throughout this a qua.rt.al 
triad is heard as a sustained organ po1."lt. Part B of the variation 
has tour ditf'eront motival tigures being developed e1l!luJ.taneously. The 
voice sings the second halt ot 2b 'While the strings play the tirst halt 
ot 2b, this time as ascending minor sevenths in a syncopated rhythm. 
Two groups or instruments play the row ot 2cs one group plays a variant 
ot the row wit.'1 .t'r~entary changes ot interval quality, and the ether 
plays t.lie same variant but with m.ore elaboration. Over this row is a 
series or 1!18.jor triads alternating with major-major sevenths in a 
characteristic pattern ot .falling said-tones which ascend sequentially 
through the chromatic scale. 
Fugues The tugue which follows the variations has two distinct 
1ection1 wich follow the filrases ot the original thE111e in their moti val 
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content. The first eeotion has tor its subject a composite ot themC! l 
and its Tarianta. The subject has !ive statements beginning on G, E fiat, 
a, B .flat, and D. Counterthamatio material is varieda there is no single 
countersubject which is consistent. Part 2 ot the .tugue uses as a sub- 
ject theme 2a with octave d13Placement giving it the appearance ot a 
new theme. A variation or this theme lddch embodies certain changes 1n 
interval siza serves u a partial countersubject tor this section. The 
coda ot the scene continues the exposition and developnent ot this theme 
and adds a restatement o! the opening theme. The coda. closes w1 th an 
expansion o! the D/E flat bichordal cadence which is so prominent 1n 
the variations. 
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ANALYSIS OP' ACT nI-SCPlrn: 2 
The tactor ot pitch gives unity to this scene. The pedal B 
which ended each or the last two scenes becomes, 1n this scene, a con- 
stant organ :point. The tona is present in some form or another through- 
out the entire scene, and its treatment is quite varied. Other than the 
pedal. which is constant, the motival material is extensive and much 
varied. The scene is divided into two sections. The most Bigni1."lcant 
moti val device 1n section l is a developnent or a 1mole-tone tremolo, 
largely through intel"V'al expansion. The section seems to be through- 
composed, made up as it is ot so many tragmentary motives. There are 
vague hints ot other themes, but these are not pursued. 
Section 2 begins with what might be called a MW. The passage 
contains ll tones, the twelfth tone being the pedal. Four entrances 
build up a chord which is then fragmented and developed. around the 
theme ot Wozzeok and Marie. Beginning 1n neaaure 104 various themes 
associated with Marie are reintroduceda tirst the LUl.laby, then a 
portion of the March, finally the hamonic motive ot Marie. 'these 
reappear after Marie has been stabbed. The scene closes with the 
theme ot Wozzeck and Marie in inversion. A bridge tormed of two long 
crescendos on B natural leads into the next scene. 
The entrance ot the ditferent instruments during the .tirst ot these 
crescendos is a two-voice canon ot the rti1thm or the next 6Cene at the 
interval ot a quarter n"'te. This rhythm is heard in tull in th& interim 
between the two crescendos. 
ANALYSIS OF ACT III-SCENE J 
In this scene all motival and rhytmnical material which is not 
directly related to previously heard thematic material is based on the 
following rhythmic patterm 
Most of the analysis of this scene will, therefore, be concerned With 
the treatment o:f this rhythm and the motival material derived from it. 
The scene opens with a Polka being played by an out-of-tune piano 
on the stage. The piano plays and repeats a themea a new theme is heard, 
and the original theme reappears. This gives the Polka the fonn AABA. 
Thia Polka is followed by a song sung by rlozzeck which begins with a 
thematic reference to the Lullaby from Aot I. The note values which are 
presented in the initial statement of the rhythm of this act, used also 
as the basis for the theme of the Polka, are considered the standard for 
purposes of analysis. Therefore, the accompaniment figures which under- 
lie Wozzeok's song are based on an augmentation of the rhythm in the 
horns and strings, coupled with a diminution of this rhythm in the per- 
cussion. Throughout this section the motival material is a variation 
of the motive of the Polka. 
In measure 14$ the piano and strings begin a canon of the rhythm 
under a continuation 0£ Wozzeck' s song. The first major section ends 
with the basic rhythl!l in its regular form, diminution, and augmentation 
oocurrl.ng simultaneously, to ®ich Ls added the first phrase of the . 
Polka. 
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The next eleven measures t orin a bridge between Wozzeck' s song and 
a song sung by Margaret. In this bridge the rhythmic motive is treated 
in various ways, most often to an imitation of the motive in augmentation. 
A new motive grows out of the polyphonic web. 
This is used sever:ru.. times and developed in the following sections. 
Ma.rgaret•s song is composed of two six-measure phrases, the 
second uniformly one-half step lower than the first. Following the 
song Wozzeck sings a phrase built out of the motive just quoted. 
Under this the rhythmic motive is treated canonically in various 
deereas or augmentation. In noasure 183 on of the themes of tho Drum 
Uajor from Act I ... scene .5 is heard, 
At tha Pooo Allegro a long cl"escendo section begins in which the 
voices are supported by a series of ascending major sevenths outlining 
the basic rhythm. The voices, melodically free, pass the motiv back 
and forth between them. At measure 202 the chorus joins with the 
motive mile Margaret begins the motive in a 4x augmentation. By 
measure 211 when the curtain fa11s the r1ythmic motive is being pre ... 
sented in several different forms in extremely free sta~gered voice 
entrances. The coda continues this developnent building, throu h 
rrbrances and extensions, the chord which islater expanded into the 
main structural. device of the next scene. This process is repeated 
with a crescendo into the same chord. A quarter rest separat s the end 
ot th.1..s scene from the beginning of the next. 
ANALYSIS OF ACT III-.:iCENE 4 
As in each of the other scenes in this act, Berg has used a 
sihgle idea to carry the entire weight of the musical developnent. In 
this scene the xnotival. and ha.nnonic material is derived exclu5ively 
from the following chord: 
The scene is divided into two sections. based on differing treatments of 
the chord. In the first section the chord is used as stated 'Without 
transposition. In the second section the swn.e basic form of the chord 
is maintained, but the chord is transposed to all of the otl .. er steps 
of the chromatic scale. During the course or this scene this chord 
may be used entirely harmonically or exclusively melodically. For the 
largest portion of the section, however. the .musical fabric is fomed 
of a combination of these two usages. 
Section 2 begins "t-rl.th the chord in a position a minor third higher 
than the original. To this is added the chord a fifth lower than this 
second chord. These two move chromatically in contrary motion for four 
measures after ·Jl.1ioh a rlew £onn of the chord appears. From this point 
until measure 284, the chord appears in quick succession on many steps 
of the scale. This passage culminates in a series or ascending chro ... 
matic scale passages based. on the chord in its original vertical form. 
These scale passages are heard in a regular pattern of rhythmic 
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diminutionr that 1s, eaeh passag9 has a basic rhythm which is slower 
than the one which preceded it. These scale passages disintegrate into 
a rhythmic pattern which continues around the basic chord in its original 
torm until the end of the scene, 
ANALYSIS OF ENTRACT-SCENE 4 
Short interludes have been inserted between each of the ecenes 
thus tar 1n the opera. Musically, the tunction ot these Entracts has 
been variable. .A.t times they have ttmctioned as codas to the scenes 
which preceded them. At other times they haTe had introductoey tanc• 
tion. This Entract is the most extensive, arxl the most independent, 
ot the entire opera and warrants special disc:ussion. The first section 
ot the Entract begins with an extension and Tariation ot the preceding 
chordal material. This leads into a passage making extensive use of 
whole-tone scale material• This material is 1om9Tllhat related to sections 
ot the Passacaglia and to the theme ot Wozzeck and Marie. A bit of the 
Hunting Song from Aot I appears, followed by an elaborated statement ot 
the theme or Wozzeck and Marie 1n 1nversion. The next section is a 
recapitulation or maey' ot the themes heard 1n earlier sections of the 
opera.. Those ot the Doctor, the Captain, and the Drum. Major are heard 
in quick succession, atter which the first two ot these are developed 
somewhat. 
The following section 11 a tull develoi::ment of themes associated 
with the Drum Major, mosUy those from A.ct II-scene 5. .At the end ot 
this section the "Vlir Arme Laut" theme reappears twice, leading to a 
f'ullY' developed statement ot the main theme ot Wozzeck. The whole-tone 
derivation or this theme is further developed, being quite nearl7 
related to the opening material ot this Entract. 
Throughout the En.tract there is a greater or lesser reeling ot a 
d minor tonality. The tona11 t7 1s more evident at certain key points 
since the concept is quite broad. A.s different themes reappear their 
tonality--or lack or it-confiicts with the central tonality so that 
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the main tonal now is somewhat hidden. The .f'inal section ot the 
Entract is quite definitely in d minor, and the transition into the 
last scene is made on a d1min1shed seventh chord in the key. This chord 
also serves as the opening chord ot the last soene. 
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ANALYSIS OF ACT III-SCENES 
The tin.al scene ot the opera is by tar the shortest. consisting ot 
only 2J. measures. The vocal writing consists ct tw fragmentary play. 
1ng songs su.nc by Marie ts child, one bet ore and one , after he has heard 
ot his mother• s death. Doth ot the song fragments lean heavll7 upon 
the interval ot the fourth tor their melodic content. The tirat ot 
these has a certnn relationship to the Hunting Song or Act I. The 
' scene is divided musically into two sections with certain small differ- 
ences in the accompanimental fabric ot each. The sections are divided 
by' a statement ot the theme ot Marie whioh accompanies the news tht.t 
Marie has been killed. 
The opening chordal pattern grows out o!, and continues, the tinal. 
chords ot the preceding Entract. A rhythm ot continuous eighth-note 
triplets pervruies the entire scene and acts to unify the Vaeying motival 
material. During the first three measures the chords are mixed seventh 
cholldS, most of which 8l"(lt variants ot the chord which closed the Entract. 
At measure '7S the same basic chord is heard in a descending chromatic 
passage under a sustained .A. pedal. This is followed in measure )77 by 
a patteni ot descending thirds which was first heard in Act I-scene 1. 
The second part ot this ecene begins 1n measure )30 with the second 
song trngJ11ent, a repeated, descending perfect fourth, first on F# and 
then on G}. The accompaniment under this is an elaboration ot the 
passage ot descending thirds heard a te~ measures earlier and a continu- 
ance ot the chorda 'Which opened the seene, 'D1e final cadence chords 
evolve out or this chordal sequence. The final cadence is preceded by 
a veey tree rubato passage. Following this final cadence the same 
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cadence ronnula ~11".ioh closes all or the act.e , is heard. The chords 
a.re heard in a quasi-perpetual motion tigure, and the opera er..ds 
quiet.17. 
SUMMARY OF JJ:r'llI 
The total structural composition ot this act is based on a devel• 
opuent, scene b7 scene, ot five or the prlnoipal. factors ot musical 
composition. Scene 1 is a set ot seven Tari.ations and a f'Ugue based 
on a thE!lllle. Scene 2 uses a tone, constant throughout the scene, as a 
means or achieving unit7. A ~c pattem is the basis tor scene ) 
\Jhlle a chord rorms the entire melodic and harmonic basis ot scene 4. 
The Entraot is unified b7 a ta1rl7 consistent tonality and is one ot the 
tew extended sections or the opera to be so uni.tied. The t!.nal scene is 
baaed on a combination ot marl1' or these factors, and no one predominates. 
In each or these scenes the factors ot composition so used are sub- 
jected to extensive variation or expansion so that this one device tends 
to uni!)' the entire aot into a unified entit7. This factor or varia- 
tion is aptly applied to three or the tirs~ f'our sections, in tt.at a 
device capable or being varied is used as the basis or each or these 
scenes. In the Entraet and the final scene the device used would be 
more logicall7 called axpansion. eince 1n the case ct tonal un1t1' the 
key' feeling is constantl7 being broadened b7 the inclusion or material 
foreign in its nAture to the principal tonal center. In the final scene 
the material o~ the preceding scenes is in a sense summed up by including 
moat ot these tactors in the developnent or a s1.ngle scene. 
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sm-ru.RI or ACT nr-scmra 1 
Silent measures 
Theme and varia.tiona 
)- 9 
10- 16 
17- 18 19- 2.S 
26- 32 
33- 39 
40- 44 
4S- S1 
52- 72 Fugue, 
52· 56 
57- 62 
63- 72 
Theme. Two phrases, 4 and 3 measures in length 
Varie.tion 1. Continuation or material ot theme, 
only incidental changes 
Variation 2. All motive! present, but condensed 
Variation 3• Further Tariation ,,r same motives 
Variation 4. Developnent ot only part. ot motives, 
tendency to a tonal cadence leading to next variation 
Variation 5. F lllinor tonality. Motives all present, transtomed to contorm to tonality 
Variation 6. Continuation ot t minor tonality, 
abandoned after two measures. MotiTes or phrase 2 
continua as berore 
Variation 7• Extensive developnent ot motives ot 
phra21e 2. Motive ot phrase 1 missing 
B1sed on theme ot phrase l or previous section 
Exposition or motive l · 
Exposition and development or material or phrase 2 
Developnent ot all motives 
surnwrr or ACT llI-SCENE 2 
73- 96 Section l of scene, various treatment or pedal, Tal~ed 
motiTal material 
97-108 Section 2 or scene, begins with a developuent or a partial 
row. Sta.t(Jllent or many or them~s associated with Maria 
reoap1 tulated 
109-121 Transition to scene 3 109-llJ Crescendo on pedal b natural, instruments enter 
in canon using rhythm or next scene 
114-115 Exposition of rhythm ot scene 3 
116- Silent measure 
117 .. 121 Second crescendo on b natural 
SUHMARY OF ACT III-SCE?.'E 3 122-144 Quick Polka. AABA eodetta form 
14.S-l.52 Song by Wozzeck · 
152..J.S? Transition, includes fra~ent of Polka at end 
158-168 Scene between Wozzeck and Margaret, tree in f'orm, uni!ied by 
constant rhythm 
Song by Margaret, varied atrophic AB 
Final ensemble, extensive develop:n.ent and variation or 
bas1o rhythm 
169-179 
180-218 
SUMMARY OF ACT III-SCENE 4 
219-221 Introduction to scene. exposition ot chord upon 'Which.scene 
is based 
22.)-266 Pa.rt l or setme. Uses chord ha:nnonicall.y and xr.elodically, 
always built upon the original scale steps 
267-'.301 Part 2 or scena, Uses chord as before, but on all or the 
scale steps. Climax reached with series or chromatic passages 
:3()2•319 Coda. Continued develoIJ11ent of chordal material 
Stn-1MA.RY OF ENTRACT. ACT m .. scan 4-.5 
)20-3)8 Free develoIJ!lent or chord or previous scene continued, 
along with genn1.nal motives f'rom previous scenes, 
espeoially germ ot Wozzeck motive 
Recapitulation or motives ot principal characters except 
Wozzeck nnd Drum Major 
Reoap1 tulation of principal themes ot Drum Major 
Recapitulation or principal th!me or Wozzeck. Leads 
directly into tinal scene 
339-).51 
SUNUARY OF ACT III-SCENE S 
372-379 Section 1, based on a continuation or Entract, eepecial.17 
chord which ended the section. Section ends with theme 
ot Marie Section 2 continuing developnent of previous section 
Section ~. So~ ot Marie's child developed in orchestra 
Final cadence of opera 
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CHAPTER V 
General Summary and Conclusion 
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GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The foregoing analysis shows the use of several devices b7 which 
Berg has achieved unit7 in Wozzeek. These devices have Tary"..ng amounts 
ot signUicance w1 thin the different sections ot the works the opera as 
a whole, the individual acts, am the separate scenes or portion ot 
scenes. 
Three 11r1ncipal tactors co11tribute to the unity of the entire opera. 
The basic factor ie .that of the dramatic cont1nu1t7. The plot ot the. 
opera gives the entire work a sense ot unity upon tmich the other devices 
depend. Two musical devices are used to give unit7 to the opera. Each 
ot the acts ends with a dada11ce-the only complete cadences in the work. 
The tact that each of thes<! cadences uses the Sll."119 chords provides one 
ot the strongest methods o! achieving unity within the opera as a whole. 
The other musical device which Berg has used 1n unifying the opera is 
the use ot theme~ which, by their conte:x:i, become associated with 
characters·and-to a lesser extent events within the opera. These themes 
appear and ~ppear as the characters thE111selves or events ot past scenes 
1n which the:se characters have been a part are introduced into the dra- 
matio action. In this way these themes provide a strong means or pro. 
TI.ding a thematio continuity in a work characterized by a great n'lmlbar 
of ind1Tidual motives. 
Certain ot the unifying devices which act to bind together the 
entire opera act also in a lesser or greater manner within the individ- 
ual acts. Other factors are also present which aid in this umt7• 
Mot1Tal !actors are present as a unifying device, but their strength 
in the individual acts is lesser than in the opera as a whole. 
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As a unif'y1ng device tor an act as an entity. structural consider- 
ations begin to take on greater importance. Each ot the acts possesses 
a greater or lesser degree ot structural unity depending upon dramatic 
considarationa. In Act I and III the dramatic content is such that the 
individual scenes have less dramatic cohesion. In these cases struc- 
tural unity ot the total aot is achisved by giving the iridividual scenes 
certain camnon characteristics by means ot which the act is tied to- 
gether into a unified mole. Act I is unified by a more dramatic device- 
tbe preeence. actual or implied. ot Wozt~c~ in each scene. Act III, on 
the other hand, is unified by a more musical device. This device ot 
using one or more ot the factors ot musical composition as the basis 
tor each scene has been discussed within the analysis and will not be 
repeated here. 
Act II is the most high].y organized act in the opera in terms ot 
both dramatic and 111usic3l. organization. The developnent ot the plot in 
this act is quite closely knit so that the events leading to the ulti- 
mate climax ot the plot are clearly delineated. The musical develop.. 
ment is likewise quite closely kn1 t. W1 thin this act the structural. 
out.line ot the scenes. that ot a five-movement symphony-, shows a 
relationship not tound in aey other act. Only 1n this act do the .ti.Te 
.. 
1ndi:t1dual structures f'orm integral. parts or a larger toti.l structure. 
These structural considerations are, as outJ.ined here, one or the most 
important means ot giving unity to the acts. 
As we investigate continually smaller subdivisions or the opera, 
we find that dramatic continuity, tonns, and allied motival materials 
play an increasingly important part in achieving musical unity. The 
musical devices within the individual scenes are used in a different 
17 
manner trom that in which they were used in the acts as a whole. The 
analysis has shown that eaoh scene is built around a certain fo:nn or 
group o:t forms. These have all been described in some detail. 
In each ot the fifteen scenes the dramatic situation is complete. 
It is the dramatic setting of the scene which detennines the choice ot 
fo:nn tor the scene or portion ut a scene, and this choice in turn governs 
and is governed by the choice or motival material tor the scene. In this 
'Way' the musical and non-musica1. aspects ot the scene work together to 
give unity to the scenes. 
The most significant devices which Berg has used to achieve unity 
1n Woz;eck are struoture and motive. Other devices mq be used in cer- 
tain small sections. Tonality. hannony (in the f'orm or a single chord), 
and rhythm are used briefiy as un1fy1.ng devices, but their eignii'icance 
is minor compared to structure and motive. 
APPENDIX 
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THE STORY OF WOZZEQK 
The story ot Wozzeek is freely adapted from the stage play-, 
Woygzek. by George Buehner. Berg has freely rearranged and combined 
scenes from the play so that ot the 27 scenes in the original play. 
only 15 remain in the opera. The central character in the opera is 
'Franz Joseph Wozzeok. thirty years and 1even 111onth old, militiaman 
a?Xl fusilier in the second regiment, second batal.lion, fourth comp~, 
uneducated. uncomprehending11 He is the regimental seivant ot the 
Captain ot the compa?\Y and also a subject tor study by the compaJ\Y 
Doctor. 
Wozzeck and the Captain open the opera w1 th a discussion ot maJ\Y 
things, among then the tact that Wozzeck and his mistress Marie have had 
a child •without the blessing ot the church'. This ~rompts Wozzeck to 
speak ot the misery which poor people such as himself feel in this 
world and also in the next. Later, as Wozzeck and his companion Andres 
are gathering wood tor the regiment, Wozzeck is haunted by his tear ot 
the unknown place. The sun sets and Wozzeck imagines that the world 
11 being consumed by tire. 
Marie and a neighbor, while watching a parade, become taken w1 th the 
Drum Major and the two argue about each other's lack or moral character. 
Wozzeck returns from the woods, at.ill showing his tear ot the place. 
His incoherence bothers Marie1 when Wozzeck will not even stay- to see 
his child, Marie becomes more worried. 
The next day Wozzeck sees the Doctor who berates him tor disobey- 
ing his orders concerning the experiment which he is pertonn1ng with 
1. Herbert F. Peyser, ~ ~ 2' ~ Philhamonie-Symphony 
Qrchestra R! !!rm Isu:is.• (date unknown) 
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Wozzeck as the subject. The Doctor considers Wozzeck to be merely a 
subject tor his radical experiments which the Doctor teel1 will make 
him immortal. The Doctor tells Wozzeok that he has a mental aberration 
and warns him that he is bound tor the madhouse. 
Later in the day' Marie succumbs to the charm of the Drum Major 
who has been showing ott his proud teatures tor Mari• 1  beneti t. The 
act ends as the two enterM~e•s house. 
· Wozzeck Tisi ta Marie as she is admiring the earrings which she has 
received as a gilt from the Drum Major. Wozzeck is suspicious, but 
does not discover Marie's untaithtulness. He gives her his pay and 
leaves. While Wozzeck is with Marie, the Captain and the Doctor meet 
and begin talking about the number ot the Doctor• 1 patients who have 
died recenUy. The Captain, the Doctor obsenes, has lllalV' ot the iame 
symptoms ot these patients and wama ot a fatal case ot apoplexia if 
the Captain is not caretul. Wozzeck enters and the two begin joking 
with him about Marie's infidelity. Wozzeck does not comprehend their 
remarks arld leaves while the others continue to make remarks about him. 
Woz~eck and Marie meet later and talk about sin, and Wozzeck asks 
about· the Drum Major. Marie tears that Wozzeck is about to strike her. 
Her remark about •better a knite" incites Wozzeck's already warped 
imagination and he leaves musing about her remark. 
That evening, in a local beer garden, Wozzeck sees Marie and the 
Drum Major dancing. Wozzeok 1 s jealous impulse to rush at them is 
toiled as the dance ends. Several songs and a mock sermon d1Tert 
Wozzeok tor a time; but when the Fool casually mentions that he suel.ls 
blood, Wozzeck 1 s mind again begins to play tricks on him. 
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That night Wozzeck cannot sleep. His moaning awakens Andres, 
and tha two talk brietly. The Drum Major enters and taunts Wozzeck 
about his at.tair with Marie. He suddenly' turns on Wozzeck and beats 
him badly. The soldiers, now awake, make remarks about Wozzeok and 
retum to sleep as the aot ends. 
Marie reads ot Y..ary Magdelene and compares that story with her 
own lite. While caintorting her child sh~ begs the Lord to haTa mercy 
on her as he once did to that Mary, Later Wozzeck and Maria talk 
by a pond in the forest. They talk ot their relationship over the past 
three ;years. Wozzeok' s madness returns a and when the moon rises and 
Marie notices that it resembles blood in its color, Wozzeok stabs her 
and rushes ott. 
In the tavern he tries to forget his deed by mUing lo~e to 
Margaret. He almost suoceedsJ but when she notices blood on his hand, 
Wozzeck makes a weak excuse and rushes trom the tavern wondering 1.t he 
is, indeed, a murderer. lie returns to the pond to retrieve the knife. 
He finds it and t.'lrows it tu.rt.her out into the pond. He sees the 
Captain and the Doctor on the tar banlt and, tearing that they will dis- 
cover him. goes out ~ter the knite again. He loses his .footing and 
drowns. 
A group of children, Marie•a child among thm, are playing. Another 
child comes in with the news that Marie has been killed. One or the 
children tells Marie• s child that 1 t 1e his mother that has been killed. 
He does not completely comprehend this, but rushee ott to join the 
other children, still singing his simple play song. 
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF WOZZECK BY 'WILLI REICH 
DRAMATIC MUSICJL 
ACT I 
Exposition 
Wozzeck and his relation 
to his environment 
Five Character Sketches 
Scene 
1. The Captain 
2. · Andres 
3. Marie 
4. The Physician s. The Drum Major 
Scene 
r, Suite 
2. Rhapsody 
:3· Mil1tazy March and 
Cradle Song 
4. Passacaglia s. Andante Attetuoso 
(quasi-Rondo) 
ACT II 
Denouement 
Wozzeok is gradually con- 
Yi.nced or Marie's Wideli t7 
Symphoey in ti ve movements 
Scene 1. Wozzeck•a first suspicion 
2. Wozzeck is mocked 
3. Wozzeck accuses Marie 
4. Marie and the Drum Major dance s. The Drum Major trounces Wozzeok 
ACT III 
Scene 
l. Sonata torm 
2. Fantasie and Fugue 
3. Largo 4. Scherzo 
S• Rondo Maniale 
Catastrophe 
Wozzecl< murders Marie and 
atones through suicide Six Inventions 
Scene Scene 
1. Marie• s rE111orse 1. Invention on a thane 
2. Deat.'1 ot Marie 2. Invention on a 'fone 
:3· Wozzeck tries to rorget 3. Invention on a Rhythm 
4. Wozzeck drotms in the pond 4. Invention on a Key (D minor) 
(Instrumental interlude with closed aurta:l.n) · 
5. Ma.r1e1 s son plays unconcerned s. Inve11tion on a Persistent 
Rhythm (perpetuum Mobile) 
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STRIJCTURAL ANALYSIS OF HOZZEC}\ BY ERWIN STEIN 
.Act I-scene 1 Prelude l Sarabande 30 Cadenza 51 Oigue 65 Cadenza 109 Gavotte 11.S 
Double I 127 
Double II 133 
Aria 1J6 Recapitulation lSJ or Prelude 
En tract Finale 173 
Act I-scene 2 Rapsoey 201 Song 213 
249 
259 Entraot-Coda )OJ 
Act I-scene 3 Introduction to March J26 
March J'.32 Introduction to Song J63 
Craclle Song 372 Soena 427 
Entract-Transition 47J 
Act I-scene 4 Passaoagl1a 488 
Entract-Trans1t1on 556 
Act I-scene S Andante 667 
A.ct II-scene 1 Introduction 1 
Exposition ot f.rincipal Theme 7 Bridge 29 Exposition ot Subordinate Theme 4j Exposition ot Closing Theme 55 Total Repeated 60 Development 96 Recapitulation 128 En tract-Continued 141 Recapitulation, Coda 
Act II-scene 2 Themes l and 2 171 Theme J 27J Fugue on Themes 236 Entract-Coda J6J 
Act II-scene J Largo 367 
8.3 
Act II-scene 4 Scherzo (Lanell.er) 412 Trio l: 4.56 Scherzo 2 (Waltz) 481 Trio 2 ,561 Scherzo 1 (Recap) 592 Trio .3 (Recap Trio l) 6oS Scherzo 2 (Recap) 671 Developnent 68.5 Entract-Introduction 7)7 
Act II-scene .5 Introduction 742 Rondo Ma.rziale 761 
Act III-scene l Theme 1 Variations 1-7 10 
Fugue .52 Entract-Coda ot Fugue 63 
Aot III-scene 2 Pedal Point and Cres- cendo on B Natural 71 
Act III-scene .3 Polka 122 Drinking Song 145 Margaret's Song 169 Ensemble 186 Entract-Continuation ot 
Above, Quasi-devel- 
opnental 212 
Act III-scene 4 Chord 220 On Other Steps 267 Coda 284 
Entract Epilogue in d Minor .320 
Act III-scene S Quasi-tocatta 372 
